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ABSTRACT
This thesis may be separated readily into three 
sectors: firstly, the mathematical prediction.of the excess 
functions of some well-known systems, and also of some new 
systems, the experimental data for which were gathered in the 
course of this work; secondly, the measurement of the excess 
enthalpies and volumes of mixing of three systems, for 
comparison with the predicted values; thirdly, the development 
of a method for obtaining excess free energies of mixing by 
measurement of the bubble- and dew-points of mixtures of 
approximately known composition. The thesis is presented more 
or less in the order in which the work was carried out, which 
was not that of the sectors just described.
The Appendix to the thesis contains details of the 
numerous computer programmes required and written in the 
course of this work, including the major programme, for 
analysis of the data from bubble- and dew- point measurements, 
which yields an equation for the excess free energy in terms 
of composition.
The predictive work was based on the use of two 
equations of state, that of van der Waals, produced in 1900, 
and that of Guggenheim, produced in 1965. Van der Waals’s own 
approach to obtaining the adjustable parameters a and b for 
the mixture was employed, and two different methods fur 
obtaining the mixed critical values were tested. The 
measurements of both the excess enthalpies and volumes were 
carried out using small, mercury- filled, batch- type devices.
the dilatometer being particularly simple, but quite accurate
The apparatus eventually produced for the 
measurement of bubble- and dew- points was large and complex, 
and the third chapter suggests means by which the method might 
be adapted for a small, semi- automatic system.
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CHAPTER ONE 
ENTHALPIES OF MIXING
A GENERAL DESCRIPTIQN__OF._THE. OPERATING SYSTEM
i .I. This method for determining excess enthalpies of 
mixing was based upon the use of a small calorimeter, of low 
specific heat, in which the liquids were mixed in the absence 
of any vapour phase. The liquids to be mixed were isolated in 
two compartments, over mercury, provision for change of volume 
on mixing being allowed in the form of a capillary and bulb 
expansion device. The mixtures studied were all endothermic 
and the process of mixing was made as nearly isothermal as 
possible by the timed release of electrical energy into a 
heater coil in the calorimeter, thus providing the energy to 
be taken up by the mixing process. The temperature of the 
calorimeter was monitored by observation of the off-balance 
signal of an alternating current Wheatstone bridge, of which 
two thermistors in series, on the calorimeter, formed one arm. 
This signal was amplified, rectified, and fed to a pen 
recorder.
The calorimeter itself was thermally isolated
far as this was possible, by con taining it withini a bio
expanded polystyrene foam , this cylin drical block
enclosed within a Dewar vessel, wi th a flanged top. To
flange wa s fitted a domed cap, throug h which passed
connectio ns to the calo rimeter . The entire vessel
protected within a tubular plastic jacket , and was immers
a thermos tat (which was con trolled to within 0.002 K of
desired temperatu re).
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The liquids used in this work were of spectroscopic
grade or better, were purified by repeated 
distillation, and degassed thoroughly before use.
fractional
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THE CALORIMETERS
,, •
The calorimeter finally used in this- study was the 
product of considerable experimentation with several designs, 
in order to solve the various problems of filling, heating and 
monitoring.
In the first model (diagram 1), the heater was 
sealed into an extension of the joint a, and a capillary and 
bulb expansion device fitted to the joint b. The vessel was 
filled.beneath the surface of a bowl of mercury, and the 
liquids injected, by means of bent syringe needles, through 
the joint a, into the two concentric compartments. The heater 
and^expansion device were then fitted, and the calorimeter 
removed from the mercury.
V: ■ ■ )As may be* seen from the diagram, the thermistors 
which monitored the calorimeter temperature were cemented to 
the; exterior surface of the body with a drop of araldite 
cement, and both heater and expansion fitting were clamped in 
place with springs.
i i .
5 This calorimeter "had numerous*, drawbacks: a large■ , i «Cl • vj- CUi
¿quantity of mercury was contaminated each time the calorimeter
; was filled, leading to great expenditure of time in
Purification work; the acute angle at joint a tended to retain
small quantities of unmixed liquids after the first inversion,
causing incomplete mixing; and the calorimeter was
considerably more massive than was really desirable in view of
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DIAGRAM I
the heat of mixing calorimeters:
the first model
thermistor
the requirement for a low specific heat; also the thermistors 
and their wiring were exposed enough to be prone to accidental 
damage .
The second model of the calorimeter was an attempt 
to rectify at least some of the faults of its predecessor. 
Joint a and the heater fitting were replaced by a fine—walled 
Slass pocket in the base of the body, into which was tightly 
fitted a heater coil, wound on threaded p.t.f.e. rod, and 
lubricated with paraffin oil to improve thermal contact.
This calorimeter, unlike the first, was filled with 
mercury under vacuum, and the liquid samples introduced by 
mounting the vessel on a special filling rig, to which were 
also attached the micro- syringes with which the filling was 
carried out.
It was found that this calorimeter was easily and 
cleanly filled and gas easily excluded, but two problems still 
remained; the thermistors were still exposed to shock damage, 
and damaged easily, and the air-space in the capillary fitting 
was very difficult to fill without trapping air bubbles. Both 
of these defects were remedied in the third model (diagram 3).
In this model the capillary device was replaced by 
one made entirely from capillary rod, which prevented any 
inclusion of air-bubbles and the thermistors were of a 
different, sturdier type, (although of identical sensitivity), 
I.T.T. Stantel G.52 rather than the previously used M.52.
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DIAGRAM 2
the enthalpy of mixing calorimeters:
the second model
thermistor
I 2 3 4 5 cm
DIAGRAM 3
the enthalpy of mixing calorimeters:
the third model
I 2 3 4 5 cm
These were set in solder pockets on the sides of a copper-foil 
belt around the body, the contact face of copper and glass 
being, .lubricated with a heat-conducting oil film. The entire 
body was then coated with a hard polyurethane varnish. The 
liquids were mixed by inverting the calorimeter clockwise, 180 
degrees in the plane of the diagram, and returning; the 
process being repeated several times, . ': ^
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CALORIMETER,ANCILLARY DEVICES
Calorimeter Filling Devices 
Mercury Filling
The device shown in diagram 4 was attached to the 
vacuum system at joint 1. Taps 1 and 2 were closed. The 
vacuum system was evacuated and joint 2 connected to the 
calorimeter at joint b. The funnel was filled with mercury, 
and tap 1 opened. When system pressure was below 0.1 Pa, tap 
2 was opened and the calorimeter filled with mercury. Taps 1 
and 2 were then closed, and the system re-pressurised. The 
calorimeter ,was then removed to the liquid filling rig for 
liquid injection. - ;
Liquid Filling
The liquids to be mixed were metered into the
calorimeter on the filling rig in diagram 5. The vessel was 
fitted to clamp a, at a slight angle to the horizontal, and 
moved into position in line with the first syringe. The
appropriate adaptor for the compartment to be filled was 
fitted to joint b, and the syringe was moved down its guide, 
the needle passing into the required compartment in the
calorimeter. The correct volume of liquid was then driven 
slowly into the vessel and the syringe withdrawn. The
calorimeter was moved to the second clamp and a similar 
procedure followed for the second syringe and liquid.
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DIAGRAM 4
(r ) 3mm ;/Rotaflo' glass/p.t.f.e taps
the mercury- f i 11ing attachment
DIAGRAM 5
framework of 1/2 inch aluminium rod
@  0 .5 cm3 'ÂGLÀ' micrometer syringe
Elevation of filling rig
DIAGRAM 6
Plan of filling rig
The purpose of the jacketing system was twofold: 
firstly, to seal the calorimeter from the water of the 
thermostatic bath in which it was immersed; secondly, to 
isolate the calorimeter thermally from its surroundings.
These requirements were met by having a Dewar vessel 
with flanged top holding the vessel, which was already encased 
in the two halves of the expanded polystyrene inner jacket, 
firmly. The leads were passed through a flanged domed cap, 
and rubber tubing, to the surface of the thermostatic bath. 
The flange was lightly greased before assembly, and the whole 
vessel was further protected by an outer layer of polystyrene, 
surrounded by a hard polythene tube. The entire assembly was 
coated with a final layer of solution deposited polymer to 
render the assembly water-tight. The assembly was permanently 
attached to the rotating unit, only the domed cap section 
being removed to allow removal of the calorimeter.
Ca.ljarlmB±gr_Rotating Device
This was a device which, like the calorimeter, 
underwent considerable redesign in the , course of the 
development of the equipment. The original version was as in 
diagram 8, Here the handle at the top was above the surface 
of the water in the thermostat, and was turned through 180 
degrees to invert the calorimeter, and returned. In practice 
it was found that, given the necessary locations of the rest
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DIAGRAM 7
the ca lorim eter support jacket
c is the outer polythene jacket 
a and b are expanded polystyrene 
shaded area is the Dewar vessel
D IAGRAM  8
the ca lo rim eter rotating devices
DIAGRAM 9
powered invertor
the calorim eter ro ta ting  devices-. 2
DIAGRAM IO
the ca lo rim eter ro tating  devices: 3
Ìli
rack
and
pinion
\
of the equipment and the other operations required in the
course of a mixing, it was too difficult to operate the 
rotator in this form. It was therefore decided that a form of 
invertor would be produced which could be operated remotely 
from the central switchboard. The resulting machine, however, 
although highly effective operationally, caused very severe 
interference with the highly sensitive electronic circuitry of 
the calorimeter temperature monitoring system,, and this 
behaviour was not acceptable. i.- , :
j The final version of the rotator was, therefore, 
designed as a much-improved manually operated device (diagram 
10). This model was driven by means of a :crank, operating a 
rack , and pinion, turning the calorimeter vessel. The:system 
had a velocity ratio of 1:6, a movement of 30 degrees at the 
handle driving the vessel through 180 degrees between positive 
stops. This version was quite satisfactory in practice.
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THE VACUUM DEGASSING SYSTEM
In this system, the liquid was distilled, under 
vacuum, backwards and forwards between two flasks, in order to 
remove any dissolved gases. One of the flasks was of a 
special form, such that the liquid could be sealed in, in a 
fashion suitable for multiple accessing, without exposure to 
atmosphere. Diagram 11 illustrates the apparatus in which 
this operation was carried out. After several distillations 
(usually about ten), the liquid was allowed to run into the 
lower bulb of the flask; mercury was then allowed to run into 
the flask, from the special funnel, displacing the liquid into 
the capillary, and sealing the liquid into the lower bulb, by 
filling the upper with mercury. When a sample was required, a 
syringe with a long needle was passed into the lower bulb, and 
the required volume of liquid withdrawn, which was replaced by 
mercury from 
were found t 
shorter tha 
result in th 
whenever th 
naturally re 
Originally, 
manifold, bu 
much simple 
dew-point sy
the upper bulb. The dimensions of the capillary
0 be fairly (:ritical in this work,, any len gth mUC
n 2 cm or diameter greater than 1 mm tending t
e continuous flow of mercury into the lowe r bulb
e needle was passe d into the lower bulb, thi
suiting in the las s of much :of the liqu id
two of the systems were joined to a common vacuum 
t this entire apparatus was later discarded for a 
r attachment to the higher-vacuum bubble-paint, 
stem. *v
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DIAGRAM 11
3 mm 'Rotaflo'V glass/p.t.f.e. taps 
(x) connection to vacuum manifold
DIAGRAM 12
the sto rage flask  fo r  degassed liquids
the shaded area illu s tra te s  the volume 
occupied by mercury
T H E  T H E R M O S T A T  T A N K  AND C O N T R O !  R Y R T E M R
The system as finally operated consisted of a 40 cm 
cubic tank, insulated on all four sides and thebase with a 
two-inch layer of expanded polystyrene foam, and on the 
water-surface with a two-inch thick layer of floating 
polystyrene packing granules. The tank was stirred, 
initially, by four shafts, having several submerged paddles on 
each .shaft. These and a circulating pump for the water, were 
all driven by a single 100 watt motor, induction type, to 
avoid electrical interference with the sensitive electronics 
of the calorimeter monitoring system. The stirrers and their 
flexible drives were mounted in mechanical isolation from the
; • ■ - ' . ..  “ ‘ ••' i
tank, in order to prevent transmission of mechanical energy to 
the calorimeter. In order to prevent sticking of the mercury 
in the mercury-toluene regulator, this was also mounted with 
the stirrers, so that it vibrated gently. The controlled 
heater was fitted in the flow-line of the circulating pump, 
being wound on the insulated outer surface of a thin-walled 
copper tube, about 8 cm in length. A small cooling coil, 
cooled with tap- water, was also fitted into this flow-line, 
in order to shorten ’ temperature cycle times when operating 
near to room temperature. This system proved excellent in 
use, controlling temperature to within 0.002 K , for many 
months, without any mechanical or' electrical problems. The 
circuit diagram for the electronic relay is given in diagram 
13, together with the component values used.
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DIAGRAM 13
the e le c tro n ic  relay
THE TEMPERATURE MONITORING SYSTEM OF THE CALORIMETER
The electrical circuitry, in block diagram form, of 
the thermistor-bridge temperature monitoring system, is given 
in diagram 14. This circuit is based on one devised by 
Faulkner, McGlashan, and Stubley (1965), with-numerous detail 
modifications. Screened cable was used throughout, with only 
the cores conducting, and all resistance boxes were screened 
also. The screens, together with the instrument earth wires, 
were all connected to a central earth point, as were all other 
earthing cables and the thermostat bath. The oscillator was 
an Advance Electronics type J2E, having two outputs, one of 5 
ohms impedance, with one side earthed, and the other of 600 
ohms impedance, with both ends floating, which was used to 
energise the bridge, while that of 5 ohms fed the synchronous 
gate of the phase- sensitive detector. Any change in 
temperature of the calorimeter led to a change in resistance 
of the monitoring thermistors, which in turn led to an a.c. 
signal being fed to the amplifier. This signal was amplified 
and filtered to remove any mains generated interference, then 
fed to the phase-sensitive detector to be linearly rectified. 
This d.c. output was then fed to a voltage-dividing network, 
where signal strength could be attenuated to produce a 
suitable deflection per degree at the chart-recorder (normally 
about 1000 to 3000 cm per degree); at this ¡stage the signal 
could also finally be filtered of any a.c. components and 
noise picked up by the wiring.
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DIAGRAM 14
Radj ~ IO O O n .
I On. 
Rt
a block d iagram  o f the ca lo rim eter 
tem perature m onitoring system
DIAGRAM 15
F ilte r/ a tte n u a to r  network
»
lO k ii
variable
•----
50 ka variable
The final response of the pen . recorder was 
relatively noise free and, by its steadiness, suggested that 
thermal control of the calorimeter was being maintained to 
better than 0.0001 K. Self-heating of the thermistors led to 
a slow rise in temperature of the calorimeter , *the magnitude 
of which corresponded well with that predicted, on the basis 
of all the heat thus generated being absorbed, by’ the 
calorimeter. For this purpose the circuit could be regarded 
thus: . • i
Total resistance « 1708.79 ohms
Total current □ 0.0058521 amps
Current in thermistors 1 * 0.000064309 amps
Power dissip.in thermistors * 0,00000372 watts
Thermal capacity of calorim, = about 50 J K~*
Temp, rise neglecting heat losses »0.00000446 K per hour
Which was in fair agreement with that observed i.e. 0.000004 K 
per hour approx.
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THE CALORIMETER HEATER CONTRfll__SYETEM
This heater was powered by a battery of lead-acid 
cells, stabilised by passing a current through a ballast 
resistor of about the same resistance as that of the heater, 
for about one hour prior to the need for the heater. ThB 
circuit was then switched over to the heater, and, at the 
appropriate time, the heater current was triggered through the 
transistor trigger, which simultaneously (to within 0,000001 
sec) triggered a digital micro-second timer (diagram 16). 
Both heater and timer were switched off simultaneously by a 
further pulse from the trigger. The heater and ballast 
currents both passed through a standard resistor of one or 
one-half ohm, the voltage across which was measured by a ten 
micro-volt digital voltmeter, to yield the current flowing in 
the circuit, and through two resistance boxes, which could be 
adjusted to give the desired heater current. (Diagram 17 
shows a block diagram of this system).
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DIAGRAM 16
|—t6 .4-|j F
6*4|jF
to Timer
Heater and timer switthing 
c ircu it
DIAGRAM 17
heater
the ca lo rim eter heater control system
The
Analar grade 
fractional dis 
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liquids were obtained in Spectroscopic grade;■ or 
or better, and further purified by repeated 
tillation through a thermostatted Fenske column, 
degassed in the vacuum system and sealed into 
Samples were then extracted for the first 
ition. The calorimeter was filled with mercury, 
and removed to the filling rig. The appropriate 
liquid were withdrawn from the two flasks and 
the calorimeter. The expansion tube was fitted 
to place, and the calorimeter carefully loaded 
mersible vessel, the electrical fittings were 
vessel sealed. The assembly was then fitted to 
the thermostat and left to reach thermal 
er a period of about twelve hours.
THE EXPERIMENTAL-PROCEDURE > ; lo:
The a.c. bridge was then balanced, the pen recorder 
set to a suitable position on the chart, and the heater 
current triggered through the ballast resistor and the circuit 
left for about one hour to stabilise. The chart recorder was 
then set and restarted, and after a few minutes in which the 
baseline was established, the heater current was triggered for 
the required number of seconds, during which time the vessel 
was rotated about twenty times to mix the liquids thoroughly. 
After the baseline had settled, a calibration was carried out, 
twice, to determine the energy input due to the stirring. The 
calorimeter was inverted twenty times and the baseline allowed 
to settle. The thermal capacity calibration was then carried
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out, by running the heater again for a shorter period and 
allowing the baseline to settle finally. The calorimeter was 
then removed from the thermostat,;emptied, washed and dried, 
before filling for the next run. The results were then 
calculated as shown in the results section, ; t ,
f
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THE ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental results for this system were 
essentially in two sections; the first, a record of heater 
currents, resistances and times for the mixing and calibration 
section; the second, the pen-recorder trace of the ^ amplified 
output from the thermistor bridge, A typical trace is shown 
in diagram 18, and the heights marked on it were measured.
The calculation of the molar enthalpy of mixing, for 
each liquid composition measured, was carried out as follows:
Heater resistance * R ohms
Heater current « i amps
Heater run time * t seconds
!>
Excess enthalpy of mixing * ((h1/h3)- (h2/h3))iR.ta+
where subscript 1 refers to mixing, and subscript 2 to 
calibration. The molar excess enthalpy then becomes this 
result divided by the sum of the number of moles of both 
liquids mixed.
The measured results were then fitted, by a least-squares 
method, to a Redlich-Kister equation of the form:
H«x(1—x )(a+b(1-2x)+c(1—2.x)+. . .), where x was the mole
fraction of component 2, and HEwas the molar excess enthalpy 
of mixing. A standard deviation criterion of the form;
i*RtI I (
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DIAGRAM 18
Uli
1/
recorder trace  of a mixing experiment
s.d.«square root (sum of squares of deviations/(number of 
points -number of coefficients)) was used to determine the 
number of coefficients for an optimum .fit. .The computer 
programme for this fitting operation is given in Appendix 1.
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This system was suggested some years ago (McGlashan 
1965) as a convenient enthalpy of mixing standard, and the 
system has since been studied carefully, by several groups, 
(Watts et al. 1968, Stoeckli and McGlashan 1968, Sturtevant 
and Lyons 1969, Ewing, Marsh, Stokes and Tuxford 1970, Harsted 
and Thomsen 1974, among others) with close agreement between 
the various measurements, thus suggesting that this would be a 
good system with which ,to test a new calorimetric system. The 
only real objection to this mixture as an enthalpy of. mixing 
standard for calorimeters is the fact that the densities at 
298,15 K are so similar (n-hexane 0,6549 g cm* cyclohexane
-30.7743 g cm) that very little is demanded ofthe calorimeter 
in efficiency of mixing, in which respect the older but 
apparently less reliable standard, benzene + carbon 
tetrachloride is preferable. The test results obtained with 
the new system are recorded in Table 1.1, The optimum fit was 
obtained with an equation of three parameters:
H6 /J mol’1 =x (1-x ) [ 863.78 - 241.30(1-2x) + 49.539 ( 1-2x f] 
where x is the mole fraction of cyclohexane and HE is the molar 
excess enthalpy. Table 1,1 shows the mole fractions, measured 
excess enthalpies and deviations from the fitted values (Hfit 
_ Hexp) a graph showing the measured values and the fitted 
curve is given in diagram 19, The fitted curve agrees well 
with the results obtained by Marsh et al., showing a deviation 
of 0.1 J mol*1 at x*0.5, 0.3 J mol' at x*0.7 and a maximum
The Test System n-Hexane + Cyclohexane At 29B.15 K
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DIAGRAM 19
cyclohexane + n-hexane a t 298.15 K
deviation of -3.7 J mol at x»0.3. Agreement with the results 
of Stoeckli and McGlashan is similar, with slightly larger
deviation at higher x values. Given the standard deviation of
.1this set, 1.1 J mol, it seems that the agreement between these 
sets is close enough to suggest that the calorimeter could be 
used in the measurement of previously untested systems.
-I
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The System Cyclohexane + Tetramethvl Silane At 29B.15 K
This system was chosen, as was the next, because of 
the near- sphericity of its molecules. The tetramethyl silane 
had to be handled with care, as the boiling point was around 
299 K, but no purification was carried out on the sample, 
specified as better than 99.9'moles per cent pure, as no sign 
of impurity could be found on g.l.c. analysis. The liquid was 
stored over molecular sieve. The cyclohexane was Analar grade 
material, purified'as previously described»with the exception 
that the liquid was refluxed violently over mercury for 5 
hours, prior to distillation, to remove traces of sulphur. 
Table 1.2 shows the results obtained, and the graph (diagram 
20) shows the measured values, and the fitted curve. The 
equation of this curve is:
HE/J mol'« x( 1-x)[764.50 + 1 10.54( 1-2x) + 77.02(1-2xH 
where x is the mole fraction of tetramethyl silane and H* the 
molar excess enthalpy. The standard deviation of the \ results 
was 0.84 J mol.'
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DIAGRAM 20
Cyclohexane + tetram ethyl silane a t  298.I5K
The System Neooentane : + Cyclohexane At 298.15 K
The same sample of cyclohexane was used as in the 
tetramethylsilane mixtures, but the neopentane posed rather 
more problems. A sample was obtained from British Drug Houses 
Ltd., which was stated to be 99 moles per cent pure. This 
then had to be fractionated, a process which, to avoid setting 
up temperature control apparatus for the entire system, was 
carried out in the cold roam (274 K), using an electrically 
heated jacket for the column, with an infinitely variable 
controller. This process was necessitated by the low (circa
283 K) boiling point of this component. The sample was
eventually purified to the same standard as the other
materials, i .e . about 99. 95 moles per cent. The results of
the excess enthalpy measurements are shown in Table 1.3 and a 
graph of the data and the fitted curve, again of three 
parameters, in diagram 21. The standard deviation of the data
-Iis 0.69 <J mol.
H  / J mol*' =x ( 1-x ) ( 390.84 + 45.33( 1-2x) - 38.1 0 ( 1-2x f]\
where x is the mole fraction of cyclohexane in the mixture and
HEis the molar excess enthalpy.
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DIAGRAM 21
neopentane + cyclohexane a t 298 .15  K
IAPLE-.1..1
The System Cyclohexane ■ + n-Hexane At 298.15 K * '
x (cyclohexane) E -I . ri sviati an
0.300 162.9 + 0.1 1
0.350 180.5 -0.56
0.400 197.0 OCO•o+
0.450 206.2 -1.74
0.500 216.0 +0.05
0.500 216.5 +0.55
0.500 217.3 + 1.35
0.560 '220.4 +0.25
0.600 219.6 : +0.23
0.650 212.7 -1.29
«
0.700 ’202.2 -1.13
0.750 188.3 + • O
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The System Cvclohexane_ + Tetramethvl_.5liane At 298.15 K
xft.m.s. Hs /J maifexD)
0.25 157.4 -0.1
0.30 173.0 -0.5
0.35 182.1 + 0.9
0.40 190.1 -0.5
0.45 191.1 + 1.1
0.50 192.9 -1.8
0.55 186.4 + 0.3
0.55 186.0 + 0.6
0.55 186.3 + 0.3
0.65 168.7 -0.8
0.70 153.7 + 0.2
0.75 136.6 + 0.0
0.75 136.4 + 0.2
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TABLE_JU3.
The System Neppentane + Cyclohexane At 298.15 K
0.237 73.08 + 0.00
0.334 89.49 -0.14
0.393 94.92 + 0.21
0.443 97,03 + 0.56
0.494 98.57 -0.74
0.544 96.67 -0.78
0.542 95.67 + 0.34
0.650 84.06 + 0.98
0.736 70.60 -0.46
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CHAPTER two
DIAGRAM 2.1
Pressure / Composition Phase Diagram 
For A Two Component Liquid Mixture
M E A SU REM EN I_QE_JH £_, E*C E££_GI BBS FUNCTION
The Dew-Point. Bubble-Point Method
This method was first discussed theoretically by 
Dixon and McGlashan (1965), and was examined in detail in the 
Ph.D. thesis of the former. The method was not, however, 
successfully put into practice, owing to experimental 
problems, and also, in lesser degree, to computational
problems. There follows a brief description of the
theoretical basis of the method, followed by a description of. ‘ 
the computational problems involved in the solution of the 
equations. This section then concludes with a description of 
the experimental method for obtaining bubble and dew points to 
the desired accuracy.
The Basis Of The. Me.tilfld_ ;
The usual approaches to the obtaining of the excess 
Gibbs function from vapour pressures of volatile mixtures 
involve either measurement of vapour pressure, temperature, 
and liquid and vapour compositions in a recirculating still; 
or measurement of static vapour pressure and liquid 
composition followed by solution via the "Barker" method 
(Barker 1953); or, less frequently, measurement of total 
pressure and liquid and vapour compositions in a 
gas_transpiration method.
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Owing to the difficulties of bringing recirculatory 
stills to equilibrium and of obtaining a reproducible 
steady-state situation in the transpiration method, the second 
method has been the most frequently used, for accurate work, 
in recent years.
The relationships involved are as in diagram 2.2. 
The only further requirement is the assumption of a suitable 
functional relationship between GEand x2. This may take the 
form, for instance, of a Redlich-Kister equation:!
G= xI(1-xl)(A1+A2( 1-2xJ)+A3(1-2xz)a+. . )
or, perhaps, the Myers-Scott equation:
G- xz(1-xz)(1-k(1-2xa))(A1(1-2xi)+A2(1-2x/+. . )
The more commonly used form is the Redlich-Kister equation, 
which will be used throughout this work.
now
and from the Gibbs-Duhem equation
combining 1 and 8 we obtain:
<Z>
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DIAGRAM 2.2
GE= x, fjf+x2(J|
t i=  R T ' < W pM v r B , )  f r - d + P A r f
M,e = + p j„ y ?
*
pf are the excess chemical potentials
P? are the vapour pressures of the pure 
components
Vj° are the liquid molar volumes of the 
pure components
B.; are the second virial coefficients in 
the equations of state of the pure 
components
xi;y ( are the liquid and vapour phase mole 
fractions of component i
is 2 B ,1- B „ - B lt
If we now consider equations 2,3,4,9 and 10, it is 
clear that a relationship, albeit a complex one, exists 
between the terms on the right-hand sides of equations 2 and 
3, and the Ai coefficients of the Redlich-Kister equation 4 . 
This relationship leads to two equations in Ai, Pm, x 1, x2,
y 1 » y2, B11 , B12, B22, del ta 12 , Ff, Ff, o oV„ V2, for each pressure/
composition value, with only Pm and the composition terms
changing between measurements on any particular system
(diagram 2.3). This method of solution, whereby a set of (2n
equations in n+m parameters, where m is the number of Ai 
terms, and Pm and x2 are; measured, may be reduced to n 
equations in m unknowns by approximate elimination of the y 
terms between each pair of equations, followed by solution of 
the Jacobian of the set of equations in P and the Ai terms 
which remain (diagram 2.4). This yields improved values /of 
the initially estimated Ai terms, which may then be used to 
calculate an improved value of y, the solution is then 
repeated, with the differential elements of the Jacobian being 
calculated from the improved values of the Ai terms, and the 
cycle may be repeated until the values obtained converge to a 
solution. This method is, in effect, the "Barker" method.
In the case of the recirculatory still, or the 
transpiration train, where both x and y as well as P and T are 
measured, there is no need for such solution, since the excess 
potentials may be calculated directly from equations 2 and 3, 
and G from these values and the liquid compositions. The case 
is, in fact, overdetermined by these methods, and the 
Gibbs-Duhem equation may be used in checking the internal
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D IAGRAM  2 .4
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the N equations in M coefficients showing
« «
the Ja c o b ia n  matrix in the Barker solution
consistency of the results (Rowlinson 1969 p.125).
The bubble point, dew-point method is a special case 
of the previously described P, x method, which resulted in the 
set of 2n equations in n+m unknowns. If, instead of measuring 
P and x or y, we measure the bubble-point and dew-point of the 
same mixture, then we have, effectively, a double set of 
equations, where the liquid phase composition at the bubble- 
point may be equated with the vapour phase composition at the 
dew-point (diagram 2,5), This results in a reduction of the 
number of coefficients involved in the equations, leading to 
the situation shown in diagram 2.6. It may be seen that ¡we 
obtain 4n equations in 3n+m unknowns, i.e. we have obtained a 
relationship between Geand x, without exact control of x. It 
is also possible, in the case of all such non-linear methods, 
to solve the equations for other variables e.g. virial 
coefficients, which are sufficiently determinate. This is 
achieved by a process exactly like that already used for the 
composition and Redlich-Kister coefficients, the appropriate 
differential coefficients being obtained,and inserted into the 
Jacobian, and the solution being carried out as usual. The 
solution is now of 4n equations in 3n+m+v coefficients.
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DIAGRAM 2 .5
* yz
DIAGRAM 2.6
BaRTfl-x) ex
(l-y) ^Ig) - (Vf- a,XR*-PJ- Pm S *  tfV R T ]
R=P°x expBGMI-^J-^-B^ir-R,)-B, WI-yW/RT]
px j r (h z) exp[(G6-w x _ E\-(v,-B„XP,°- pm) -  PmS,» x1)/ r t ]
(/-x) l^ x/
expO(Gs-*/sqy cvp-RnDCfr-R.-)--  PmS'iO-xWRr]
x \d*5 /
the bubble-pointy dew-point equations
THE SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS
The first major problem now arises, in that the 
equations are of exponential form after rearrangement; this 
means that the set can not be salved by direct linear methods, 
and that a non-linear method must be employed. The equation 
set in diagram 2,6 is that for one bubble-point, dew-point 
measurement. The method employed is that of successive 
improvement of initial estimates of the parameters by solution 
of the Jacobian set of equations, derived from the set of 
exponential equations, and shown in diagram 2.7. Values of 
the delta P terms are calculated using initial estimates of 
the coefficients, as are the differential terms. The solution 
is then obtained, by normal linear-least-squares methods, and 
the delta (coefficient) terms used to increment the initial 
estimates of the coefficients; a further cycle is then 
commenced. The process is halted when the change in the 
coefficients from one cycle to the next reaches some suitable 
fraction of the absolute value of the coefficients. The 
Jacobian for a set of bubble-point, dew-point measurements is 
large, and most of the elements are zeros (diagram 2.8), but 
solution with modern, powerful computers, of even (as for 10 
pairs of points), a matrix of 40 equations in up to 40 
coefficients presents no real problem. For instance, for 5 
cycles of such a set of equations, using the programme written 
by the Author, the C.D.C. 7600 computer, after compilation, 
required only about 2 seconds of central processor time. The 
time required on older computers, such as the Keele Elliott 
4130 was much greater, up to 16 or 17 minutes, but even this
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DIAGRAM 2.7
S Ri = p  R \Sx +/ÔPA5 y + 0  
\3x/i \ôy/i
S Bt=/^£\Sx +/^6,\S y + O 
\dx/a 1^/2
+ fdPASRi +/3£WA2WRi/i lôfiJi
+ /¿RASA i + /9RASR,
\^Ri/2 \3Ra/2
the 4  equations in 3 + M co e ffic ie n ts  with 
the Ja c o b ia n  set of a single  bubble-point,
dew-point pair
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the Ja co b ia n  m atrix of a series of bubble- 
and dew-point m easurem ents
is not really excessive.
The computational problems spoken of in the 
introduction to this section arose where an attempt was made 
to reduce the amount of computer time and workspace required 
for a solution. Most of the time required for the method used 
here is taken up in the linear- least squares solution of 
large sets of.equations,'and if some means could be found to 
reduce the size of these sets, some quite useful reductions in 
time and workspace used might be obtained. D.T.Dixon in his 
thesis, (1966), attempted such a saving by initial algebraic 
elimination of the terms in concentration, followed by 
solution for the terms in the Redlich-Kister parameters, 
concluding by back-substitution to obtain the concentration 
terms. This method reduces the amount of time required 
considerably, but the method seemed numerically rather 
unstable, and sometimes failed to converge, even when the 
estimated values of the parameters seemed quite good.
The only circumstances in which difficulties were 
encountered with the current programme were those involving 
the calculation of virial coefficients, when the appropriate 
differentials and coefficients were inserted into the equation 
set, and the solution carried out for these terms also. It 
was found that this solution only proceeded satisfactorily 
when the absolute value of the vapour pressures of the pure 
components was large, 3 kPa or greater, and the method 
therefore highly sensitive to the values of the virial 
coefficients.
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At pressures below 1 kPa it was found that changes 
in the virial coefficients had only very small effects on the 
values of the Redlich-Kister parameters, and this caused the 
solution to become unstable. This is, however, no major 
problem, since the occurrence of such non-determinacy simply 
implies that the value of the solution is not. seriously 
dependent on the actual values of the virial coefficients 
used, and estimates may therefore safely be used.
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THE EXPERIMENTAL MEA5UBEMENT_OF BUBBLE- AND DEW-POINTS
The experimental work involved attempts to measure 
the bubble and dew pressures of liquid mixtures of 
approximately known composition to the maximum accuracy 
attainable with the pressure measuring systems. All the 
pressure measurements in this work were made with 
thermastatted mercury manometers, using a Precision Tool And 
Instrument Company 100 cm cathetometer, capable of being read 
to 0.01 mm, representing a limiting pressure accuracy of circa 
1.5 Pa. There were three successive versions of this 
apparatus, which will be referred to as the Marks 1, 2 and 3 
respectively, and although the manometer systems differred, 
all Marks shared a common sample preparation and metering 
system, which will be described first.
The liquids were first obtained in Analar grade, and 
further purified, in the same manner as those used in the 
calorimetry section. The final portion of the liquid, for 
this work, was distilled once more, under very stringent 
conditions: the thermostat of the Fenske column was set to 
only 0.03 K below the pressure corrected boiling point of the 
liquid, and the liquid again distilled, only the fraction 
boiling within 0.01 K of the boiling point being collected, at 
a reflux ratio of greater than 100:1. The liquids were then 
transferred to the reservoirs in the vacuum system for 
degassing (diagram 2.9). The initial degassing was carried 
out by repeated freeze-pump-thaw cycles, after which the 
liquids were finally totally degassed by vacuum sublimation
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the re se rv o irs  and m etering tubes
DIAGRAM 2.9
to
vac.
volum etric
tubes
(3)  3mm ^Rotaflo" tap
( J )  6mm ,;R o ta flo ' tap
between the two tubes of the reservoirs three or four times. 
The reservoirs were isolated from the system by a liquid 
nitrogen trap, in order to avoid culd-trapping any impurities 
from the system into the■liquids during the sublimation. The 
liquids were finally further purified by, repeatedly pumping 
off the vapour above the liquid surface, in order to remove 
any more-volatile impurity, and, after distillation of the 
liquids slowly across a temperature gradient of some two 
degrees, the pumping off of the final few cm of the liquid, to 
reduce the concentration of less-volatile impurity. The 
liquids thus treated were only accepted for further work when 
the change in vapour-pressure between bubble- and dew-points 
was less than 0.1% of the absolute vapour pressure at the 
bubble-point.  ^  ^:
The small quantities of liquid required for 
measurement were: metered by distilling slightly greater 
quantities of the liquids than were actually required into 
tubes graduated in 0.01 cm steps, pumping any excess to waste 
with the tubes thermostatted at 298 K , then closing the 
"Rotaflo" • taps of the tubes.y In this way, it was possible to 
makeup mixture samples of sufficiently accurate total volume, 
with mole fractions within 0.02 of any nominal value, which 
was perfectly adequate far this.work, where•only a : reasonably 
accurate estimate of composition is required. ^
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This apparatus consisted of two, 1 cm bore, mercury 
manometers, the first of which was fitted with a liquid cell 
and expansion bulb, as shown in diagram 2.10. The system as a 
whole was highly complex, with the cell being shut off by an 
electromagnetically counterbalanced mercury float valve 
(diagram 2.11) which allowed mercury to flow up almost to the 
cell before closure, thus ensuring minimal dead volume. There 
were three further float valves of standard type associated 
with the gas ballast manometer and the sample transfer system.
The Mark 1 Apparatus ;
The n e t  r e s u l t  o f  t h e  c o m p l e x i t y  o f  th e  w h o le  s y s te m  
was t h a t  i t  became a l m o s t  i m p o s s i b l e  t o  o p e r a t e  i t  w i t h o u t  
a s s i s t a n c e ,  and i t  was e x t r e m e l y  d i f f i c u l t  t o  a v o i d  p r e s s u r e  
g r a d i e n t s  s u f f i c i e n t  t o  jam one o r  more o f  t h e  f l o a t  v a l v e s .  
The v a l v e s  t h e m s e lv e s  w ere  a f u r t h e r  s o u r c e  o f  t r o u b l e ,  i n  
t h a t  t h e y  f r e q u e n t l y  f a i l e d  t o  s e a t  p r o p e r l y ,  l e a d i n g  t o  t h e  
f l o o d i n g  o f  p a r t s  o f  t h e  s y s te m  w i t h  m e r c u r y ;  a d d i t i o n a l l y ,  
t h e  p r e s s u r e / v a c u u m  c o n t r o l  s ys te m  r e q u i r e d  t o  c o n t r o l  t h e  
v a l v e s  r e m o t e l y  ¡became v e r y  c o m p l e x ,  g r e a t l y  i n c r e a s i n g  t h e  
p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  f a i l u r e  somewhere i n  t h e  s y s t e m .
In view of the difficulty of operating this system, 
it was ‘ therefore decided that a simpler version would be 
produced,;using 'Ratafia" Teflon taps in place of the mercury 
float valves, thus removing many of the difficulties of 
operating the system previously caused by pressure gradients.
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The Mark 2 Apparatus
The f i r s t  o f  t h e  m e a n i n g f u l  r e s u l t s  w ere  o b t a i n e d  
w i t h  t h i s  a p p a r a t u s ,  w h i c h ,  i n  s p i t e  o f  f a u l t s  w h ic h  w i l l  be 
d e t a i l e d  l a t e r ,  p r o v e d  r e a s o n a b l y  s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d  t o  o p e r a t e .  
W i t h  t h e  e n t i r e  sys tem  a t  optimum va cu u m ,  th e  m e r c u r y  was 
r a i s e d  h a l f w a y  up m anom eters  1 and 2 ,  and a s u i t a b l e  
g a s - b a l l a s t  p r e s s u r e  a p p l i e d  t h r o u g h  t a p  1 w i t h  d r i e d  
n i t r o g e n .  The t a p ,  w h ic h  was b e lo w  t h e  w a t e r  s u r f a c e  o f  t h e
thermostat bath, was then closed, and the mercury in manometer
; < * ; ■;
1 raised to the top. The sample was transferred into the cell 
with liquid nitrogen, and after the tap (number 2) was closed, 
was allowed to melt, and to warm to the temperature of the 
thermostat, the mercury level being maintained by increasing 
the control pressure, as the vapour pressure; rose to its 
equilibrium value. After 15 minutes, the mercury column and 
meniscus heights were read and also the height of a reference 
mark i on , the first manometer tube, after which the mercury 
column was lowered 2 cm down manometer 1, and a further 15 
minutes allowed for equilibration. This'process was repeated 
6 or ? times, so that a graph of pressure,against volume could 
be drawn, and extrapolated the small distance to the liquid 
volume (diagram 2.13). This pressure was the bubble point of 
the sample. The internal volume of the apparatus was obtained 
by the nitrogen compression method.
When s u f f i c i e n t  p o i n t s  had been o b t a i n e d  t o  d e f i n e  
t h e  b u b b le  p r e s s u r e  a d e q u a t e l y ,  t h e  >- m e r c u r y  was l o w e r e d  
t h r o u g h  t h e  e x p a n s i o n  b u l b ,  and,  th e  sam ple  a l l o w e d  t o
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DIAGRAM 2.12
the M ark 2, ap p aratu s
(n ) Edw ards needle valve  
( t )  two way tap
DIAGRAM 2.13
the M ark 2 a p p a ratu s: bubble-point
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vapourise into the bulb. A further series of measurements was 
then carried out, in the same way as the first, in order to 
determine the dew pressure of the mixture, by successively 
lowering the mercury down the lower tube (diagram 2.14).
The main problems arising were as follows: firstly 
the trend to equilibrium seemed very slow, and was often 
incomplete even after 20 minutes, an effect, which, it was 
felt, was probably due to the small liquid surface exposed, to 
the narrowness of the tube to the cell, and to the large 
unstirred volume (750 cm) of the expansion bulb. 
Equilibration was much improved by the fitting of a 
glass-enclosed stirrer rod into the cell, which could be 
magnetically operated. The liquid in the cell was stirred 
vigorously after volume adjustment, and at 5 minute intervals 
thereafter. Equilibrium was now attained in around 10-15 
minutes, in the bubble-point section, and 15-20 minutes in the 
dew-point section. The next problem was the fact that the
f
bubble -point graphs, instead of being straight lines, showed 
marked curvature, appearing much like gas-compression curves. 
This was not acceptable, and a great deal of fruitless effort 
was expended in further degassing operations, before it was 
realised that this was not the cause of the trouble. After 
considerable experimentation, it was found that the problem 
did not arise with refrigerants which were not as cold as 
liquid nitrogen, and it was assumed that the nitrogen had 
caused any gas present in the system to be trapped in the 
cell, with the sample.
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DIAGRAM 2.14
the M ark 2 a p p a ra tu s: dew -point
The final problem was a good deal more severe f and 
was a result of the equilibrium behaviour of the liquids used. 
The first system tested was benzene/cyclohexane, and it was 
found extremely difficult to obtain a linear bubble point 
graph with cyclohexane present, although no such problems 
arose with the benzene alone. The cause of this behaviour was 
later resolved, but at the time it was decided to put the 
problem, temporarily, into abeyance, and to choose a different 
liquid. A sample of n-hexane was therefore purified and 
degassed for use in benzene/n-hexane mixtures. At this point 
another problem arose:! n-hexane did not produce clear 
dew-point results like benzene, tending to produce a curve, 
rather than the required sharp discontinuity, and since this 
curve' spread over the whole of the P/V range accessible with 
this apparatus in the dew-point region, it was obviously not 
going to be possible to use n-hexane with this apparatus.
By. this time, obviously, severe doubts were being 
entertained about the viability of this method, since two 
materials, out of three tested, had proved not to be usable. 
It was decided therefore, that a change would be made in the 
apparatus, such that the volume change:sample size ratio could 
be made much greater, in both bubble— and dew— point regions. 
This was done by replacing the large expansion bulb by a 
larger external gas-mixing vessel (diagram 2.15), equipped 
with a large, magnetically driven propeller stirrer. The 
bubble-point measurement wasr carried out as before, after 
which the sample was transferred with solid/liquid acetone to 
a finger of the mixing bulb. The bulb was then closed off,
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DIAGRAM 2.15
G a s  M ixing Vessel
and the liquids allowed, to vapourise, after which the 
resulting gas mixture was stirred for about one hour. The tap 
of the bulb was then opened, and a sample of the mixed gases 
trapped in the bubble-point section of the manometer system. 
This sample was condensed into the cell with the aid of cold 
water and the mercury raised to the top of the section, and a 
series of P/V readings taken. It was found that the large 
fractional volume change produced a very clear dew point 
discontinuity, (diagram 2,16), in the system benzene/n-hexane, 
and after a trial series of such experiments had produced a 
set of reasonably good bubble- and dew-points, it was decided 
that a new apparatus, the Mark 3, would be constructed to take 
advantage of this approach.
The Mark.. 3 Apparatus
The changes made were solely in the manometer 
section, the complex first manometer and the plain second 
manometer being replaced by one small and one large plain 
manometer, both in 20 mm bore precision tubing, this increase 
being made to dispose of the large effect of capillary 
depression differences in the smaller tubes, thus halving the 
number of readings required (diagram 2.17), The lowering of 
the upper level of the first tube was carried out to allow 
dew-, and bubble-point pressures of mixtures with absolute 
pressures of less than 22 kPa to be carried out simply by 
three ; readings! first and second meniscus and reference line, 
this latter being scratched with a diamond at the top of the 
first tube.
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DIAGRAM 2.16
DIAGRAM 2.17
the M ark 3 a p p a ratu s
t, t^ tjt ,, Sm m 'Rotaflo"
others 6 mm "Rotaflo*
tt, t t z two-way taps
•___j  therm ostatted section
G M V  gas mixing vessel
This final model proved highly effective in 
practice, the standard deviation of thB bubble-point lines and 
the linear portion of the dew-point lines being reduced to 2-3 
Pa, or only slightly greater than the limiting accuracy of the 
cathetometer. The temperature control of the thermostat tank, 
as will be seen in the next section, was easily good enough to 
prevent apparent pressure errors due to temperature changes 
from being measurable, : •
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THE MECHANICAL/ AND ELECTRONIC CONTROL APPARATUS
■ „ * '
The Thermostat Tank
This was 1.2 metres tall,-0.6 metres square, with an 
angle—iron frame and bracing, iron plating, ¡and a 9.5 mm
plate-glass front'"‘window. t The ; tank was stirred by four
stirrer shafts at-the corners, running the full depth of the 
tank, each with four, J four bladed propellers, of 10 cm
t ■ . i *
diameter* rotated at 300 rpm«; The blades were set to cause a7 * ; 1 ■ 4 \I' i  ^ * ■ '
circulatory motion in a vertical plane, to improve homogeneity
i i i 5 ' I ) ( ... ■
of temperature-throughout the bath.
I ; f "i ! • :» I t  ) .’l f ; . '; ■ t i ■  ^ ./ ; ?
- Temperature Control l ; '
i This' was by means of a large mercury-toluene
! i } ’ ) • ■
regulator, switching a diac-triac device, giving an adjustable 
constant power input,. 'combined with an adjustable switched
t l i ? i i
power input, to a maximum of 3 kW. The heater was a 
kettle-type element' soldered to a large heat sink beside one 
of the stirrers. The regulator, head is shown in diagram 2.18,
and the circuit diagramfof the power controller in diagram
> f f » \
2.19. The volume of toluene was approximately 250 cm* that of 
mercury approximately' '70- cmV leading - to-a movement of the 
mercury surface in the capillary of 0.03 cm/mK. The regulator 
head was sealed, removing the errors which could be caused by 
atmospheric pressure changes, and control to 2 mK or better 
was easily .achieved, /once the tank had been carefully 
insulated with a 2 inch thick layer of expanded polystyrene.
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DIAGRAM 2.18
the re g u la to r  head
DIAGRAM 2.19
X N 4 00 4
the e le ctro n ic  re la y  and power contro ller
For operation at or near room temperature, it was 
necessary to provide cooling for the thermostat, to remove the 
heat generated by the stirring. This was achieved by placing 
a cooling element in the tank, the flow of cold water in which 
could be adjusted'to provide sufficient cooling such that the 
heating system would control the temperature adequately. 
There was also an external, pumped circuit, , to . allow 
filtration of the water, and the fitting of a flow-cooler if 
required.
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"THE-EXPEB1MENIAL-.PPPCEDURE WITH THE MARK T APPARATUS
The Degassing■And. Purification Of Liquid Samples
The purified samples were loaded into reservoirs R1 
and R2, the apparatus having first been maintained at a vacuum
-3of better than 10 Pa for three days to remove as much adsorbed 
gas as possible. The reservoirs were "flamed out" under 
vacuum before the liquids were loaded, to regenerate the 
molecular seive which they contained, and remove adsorbed 
water from the walls of the apparatus. Trap Trl was then 
immersed in liquid nitrogen and the samples subjected, 
alternately, to ten freeze-pump-thaw cycles, the reservoirs 
being evacuated through taps T9 and4 T10. The samples were 
then further 'degassed by vacuum sublimation between the two 
tubes of the reservoirs, and further purified as previously
described.
Taps 2, 4, 5, 6 were then closed, and the mercury 
raised one-third of the way up the left-hand tube of Manometer 
M1, the ballast pressure having previously, if necessary, been 
adjusted via T 14 to some suitable value. One of the taps T7 
and T8 was then opened, and the vapour pressure allowed to 
come to its equilibrium value in the section M1-T1-T3-T7, the 
mercury level being carefully maintained by use of two-way tap 
TT1 and needle valve NV1. Tap T1 was then closed, the 
temperature of the thermostat corrected, if necessary, to some 
suitable exact value, and the vapour pressure in the closed 
section of the first manometer M1 measured, the volume of
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which could also be calculated. A series of pressure/ volume 
readings was then taken, between the dew- and bubble-points of 
the sample) by raising the mercury in the manometer through 
successive increments. If the change in vapour pressure 
between dew- and bubble-points was less than 0.1% of the 
bubble point pressure, then the sample was, accepted for 
further work, and the process repeated for the second liquid. 
Should the sample not have been completely degassed by this 
stage, then, the liquid in the reservoir was subjected to 
further vacuum sublimation until the desired standard was 
achieved. This failure completely to degass was the cause of 
the initial difficulty with cyclohexane. If, as was the case 
with the initial sample of .n-hexane,, the purity of the 
material was shown to be inadequate, • then the sample was 
pumped out of the. reservoir, and further purification work 
undertaken on a.-new .liquid; sample.
The Calculation Of Mixture Quantities
Once pure samples had been obtained, the quantities 
could be calculated for the mixtures. In the first mixture 
studied, n-hexane/ benzene, these quantities were:calculated 
for the volume of,the gas- mixing vessel and a pressure.of 05% 
of the estimated dew-pressure of the sample. Calculation was 
done on the basis of the second virial equation ,
PV*n (RT+BP ) .
where B«., the second virial coefficient of the mixture, was
calculated from; . _)v i : : ,
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where B12 was either taken from the literature, or estimated 
by a corresponding states method (Cruickshank, Windsor and 
Young 1966), This second virial correction,;for thB mixtures 
studied, i.e. benzene/n-hexane and benzene/ cyclohexane, was 
not really necessary, since at the temperatures concerned, it 
produced a difference in n of only about . 1% from the value 
calculated from the ideal gas equation, r -
The estimation of dew-pressure in “a system of 
unknown phase behaviour would obviously pose some problems, 
but these could be dealt with simply by taking quantities for 
four samples tot yield, say, one-third * ,o f t h e  ideal 
dew-pressure, mixing in the mixing vessel, and determining the 
dew-pressures, then drawing a rough dew-point line through the 
measured; points,which could then be used for calculation of 
the required mixture quantities.
. ' -Since the samples were being metered, not by weight, 
but by volume, a knowledge of the density of the liquids at 
the temperature of metering was required. The accuracy 
required however was not great, and although for this work, 
the necessary data were available from the literature, a 
simple specific gravity measurement would have sufficed.
The mixtures were made by evacuating the system with 
all taps, other than those of the liquid reservoirs,open, 
then closing taps T6 and T3. T7 was opened,.and a Dewar 
vessel containing very cold water placed on VT2. When 
slightly more of the liquid had been:transferred than was
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actually required, taps T7 and T5 were closed, and the section 
bounded by T3, T6, T7, and T8 again evacuated. The process 
was repeated with VT1 for the other liquid. The cold water in 
the Dewar was replaced by water at 298.15 K, and this (clear) 
Dewar was raised to cover both VT1 arid VT2. T6 was opened, 
and any excess liquid was pumped away, slowly, in order to 
avoid excessive temperature changes whilst adjusting the 
quantities. T5 and T4 were then closed, T3 and T2 opened, and 
when the mercury had been raised to the top of Manometer 1. 
the system was again thoroughly evacuated. An acetone/solid
carbon dioxide refrigerant mixture was then made up and poured
\into the special cold-trap Dewar (diagram 2.20). Tap T1 was 
then closed and the cold trap immersed in the thermostat and 
slipped over the , "finger" cell. Tap T6 was then closed and 
taps T4 and T5 opened, after which tap T1 was opened and the 
sample transferred to the cell. When this process was
complete, T1 was closed, and the cold—trap slowly removed, the
/ I
mercury level being maintained by the use of TT1 and NV1 with 
the dry nitrogen pressure supply.
The Measurement Of Bubble And. Dew Points
The sample was stirred some 30 times with the 
magnetic stirrer, splashing the liquid well up the walls of 
the cell, and then a further 10 times, at intervals of 5 
minutes. After about 30 minutes the first of the bubble-point 
pressure/vo1ume readings was taken. The mercury was then
lowered about 1 cm down the tube, the liquid again stirred 30 
times, and after 15 minutes, with two further stirrings, the
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DIAGRAM 2 .2 0
the subm ersib le  cold tra p
second of the readings was taken (diagram 2.21), This process 
was repeated 4 or 5 times more, and then the liquid was 
removed to the gas-mixing vessel. To do this the mercury was 
lowered about half-way down'the first manometer» and tap T6 
closed, which had been opened after the transfer of liquid to 
the cell. Tap T1 was then slightly opened and a cold-trap of 
solid/liquid acetone placed placed over the "finger“ cell in 
the : mixing vessel. Once all the liquid had been transferred, 
the tap T2 was closed and the stirrer started.
After 1 hour the mercury was again raised to the top 
of Manometer 1 and tap T2 opened. The required quantity of 
gas (large if clear dew-points were being obtained with the 
liquids, otherwise small) was trapped in the shorter limb of 
the manometer by suitably adjusting the mercury level, and 
closing tap T1. At this stage procedures differed slightly, 
depending on whether the mixtures were giving clear dew-point 
discontinuities, as with benzene/ cyclohexane mixtures, or 
unclear curved results. In the latter case the volume was 
slowly decreased to within about 5-6 kPa of the expected 
dew-point, after which a series of compression pressure/
volume readings was taken, until clear divergence from the 
virial curve occurred. The sample was then trapped into the 
cell with cold water and the mercury again raised to the top 
the shorter limb of the manometer. A series of expansion 
pressure/volume readings was then taken, consisting of some 5 
or 6 points, producing a line to intercept the virial curve at 
the dew-point, avoiding the central region of connecting 
curvature (diagram 2.22).
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DIAGRAM 2.21
bubble point measurement 
M a rk  3 apparatus
kPd pressure
27.6
27.5
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27.2
__x _ —  ¡ 5  2 0
V l volume/cm 3
a benzene+cyclohexane mixture a t 313.15 K
xx ~  0 .4 0
DIAGRAM 2.22
pressure / kPa
a benzene + n-hexane mixture at 298.15K
X2/n'0.70
In the case of mixtures giving clear dew-points the 
mercury was raised until the pressure was about 1 kPa below 
the expected dew-point and then, with very small decrements of 
volume, a series of compression pressure/ volume readings was 
taken for both one- and two-phase portions of the isotherm 
(diagram 2.23). The virial section, when this method was 
employed, appeared linear, and computer fitting showed that 
lower standard deviations were obtained by treating these 
results as linear. There was no stirring in this section, and 
the time interval after adjustment of volume was about 10 
minutes in the one-phase region and 15 minutes in the 
two-phase region.
k
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D IAGRAM  2.23
a benzene + cyclohexane mixture a t  3 )3 .15K
0 .7 0
;* -IHE. RESULTS, o b t a i n e d
The System Benzene + n-Hexane At 29R.15 K
This system was the first to be studied in detail 
with the Mark 3 apparatus, and the results are slightly 
suspect, because of the relatively high gas pressure in the 
gas mixing vessel. The system was chosen because two previous 
studies of vapour pressure against composition had been 
carried out, with two different apparati, yielding results 
which agreed very closely (Harris and Dunlop 1970, and Murray 
and Martin 1975), The results obtained are shown in diagram 
2.24, plotted against those of Harris and Dunlop, and ,in 
tabular form, in Table 2.1, where the corrected value for 
overall composition is listed, with the corresponding measured 
values of bubble and dew pressures and the calculated values 
of excess free energy. The standard deviation of the measured 
pressures was 14.5 Pa, and the Redlich-Klster equation 
obtained was:
Ge/RT / J  m o l«x ( 1 - x ) [ 0 .65907 + 0 ,2 0 0 8 4 (1 -2 x ) 4- 0.11888 ( 1-2x ) + 
0 .03236( 1-2x f ]
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DIAGRAM 2.24
benzene +  n-hexane a t 298.15 K
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The System Benzene + Cyclohexane At 313».15-K.
This system was used as a further test of the 
limiting capability of . the Mark 3 apparatus, since much 
clearer dew-points are obtained than for the previous system; 
also there are two different measurements of this system by 
different methods, one a recirculatory still method 
(Scatchard, Wood and Mochel 1939), and the other a dew-point, 
composition method (Brewster and McGlashan 1973) and the 
results from the two methods agree well. It was therefore 
felt that this provided a good test for the apparatus. The 
results obtained are shown in Table 2.2, and in diagram 2.25 
are compared with those from the two references.
which is a good deal larger
individual measurements, again
composition. The Redlich -Kister
G£/RT /*■> "»oi-x( 1-x)[0.460102)
and the fit did not improve
Redlich-Kister coefficients.
agreement is 
rhaps, very slightly 
ly a reflection of 
nents, which tends to 
nternal surface area, 
ressures is 16 Pa, 
of the errors of the 
ng some problem of 
obtained was:
with the addition of further
J It may be seen from the diagram that
good, although these results are, pe 
skewed with respect to the others, possib 
different adsorbtivity of the two camps 
show up in any apparatus having a large i 
The standard deviation of the measured p
than any 
suggesti 
equation
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DIAGRAM 2.25
benzene + cyclohexane a t  313.15 K
The Svstem Benzene + •■ n-jH.axa,n.e-.&t. 298.15 „ K.
firmerai 1 ) Pbub /Pa Pdew /Pa
0.2245 17305 15218 350.1
0.2773 17799 15892 385.0
0.3300 18232 16562 406.9
0.3784 18569 17177 417.1
0.4317 18909 17808 418.9
0.4896 19258 18412 410.9
0.5287 19433 18795 400.2
0.5804 19673 19221 380.1
0.6722 20024 19811 329.2
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I&BLE. 2.2
The System Benzene - + Cyclohexane At 313.IR K
^(averalii Pbub /Pa £Jtew /Pe / J m n TH
0.2372 26758 26402 216.7
0.3179 27146 26955 259.8
0.3997 27411 27336 287.4
0.6338 27393 27296 278.0
0.7156 27118 26888 243.8
0.8145 26550 26216 181.0
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CHAPTER THREE
FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE METHOD
It might, at this stage, be interesting to consider 
the further development of the bubble-point, dew-point method. 
In the Mark 3 apparatus, we have an efficient and accurate 
method for obtaining excess Gibbs free energies for mixtures, 
and also, incidentally, the phase behaviour of the mixtures 
(since corrected composition values are produced during the 
solution), but there are still certain areas where improvement 
would be desirable. The most obvious of these possible
improvements are, perhap s, the reduction of the overall size
and complexity of the system, and the measurement, and
possibly the recording of pressure by some less arduous and
tedious method. ■ ' ■ ' ■
- These desired improvements are, in fact, 
complementary, in that the replacement of the manometers as a 
means of measuring pressure would, in itself;' lead to a 
considerable simplification and reduction in 'Size of the 
system, in particular of the thermostatted section. The 
system which will now be described seems, 'on the basis of the 
experience with the preceding systems, probably the most 
straightforward solution of the above problem. The main 
constraints placed upon the design were, firstly, that the 
product be as simple to construct as possible, even at the 
expense of requiring some specialist engineering work, 
secondly,- that the product be as simple to operate as 
possible, finally, that tho operation of the system require as 
little direct attention from the operator as possible; The
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estimated cost of the system, which is largely the cost of the 
electronic, equipment, is around 2500 Pounds Sterling at the 
time of writing (July 1976), but this is not too unreasonable, 
in view of the results which might be obtained and of the 
pressure and temperature range over which the system could be 
operated, , *
The operation of the system is based upon the 
stepwise compression r of ;a gaseous sample, . through the 
two-phase region, almost to ,the liquid region, The apparatus 
is of piston and cylinder form, where the seal is obtained by 
the use of p .t .f.e. sealing rings between piston and cylinder, 
both of which are constructed in stainless steel and highly 
polished. The sample preparation and metering system is much 
simplified and depends upon the use of storage flasks similar 
to those used in the calorimetry work, and modified - micrometer 
syringes, having.p.t.f.e. sealed pistons. The vacuum demanded 
is higher than that for the Mark 3 system, but with s o f small 
and simple a system the Edwards F203A diffusion pumps used in 
this work should be adequate, as, with suitable working.fluid, 
the limiting vacuum attainable is of “the order of 10_SPa. The 
pressure is ,measured with an electronic,pressure transducer, 
for example one of the National Semiconductor models,;by means 
of a Solartron Master Series digital, voltmeter, on-line 
calculator, and thermal printer or punched paper tape output 
device. The operation of, the system, once the sample is 
sealed into the compression cylinder, is entirely automatic, 
with the compression steps and 'read/print, pressure commands 
being.controlled by a synchronous drum timer. This means that
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the system could be loaded (a relatively brief task with this 
apparatus), and then left to run the bubble-point, dew-point
t
measurement unattended, e.g. overnight.
We now consider, the detailed construction of the 
equipment. The thermostat may be small, since the powered 
compression vessel is itself small, but should be controllable 
to better than 0.005 K, and be capable of operating over a 
wide range of temperature. ¡The liquids are pre-purified as 
for the current dew-point, bubble-point work and loaded into 
the double flasks after degassing in the apparatus shown in 
diagram 3.1. The valves are all stainless steel 
bellows-sealed types having extremely low leak rates. The 
apparatus is connected to high vacuum, thoroughly degassed, 
and "flamed out" to remove adsorbed gas and water, after which 
the liquid is loaded into flask A from funnel F, with the aid 
of a solid/liquid acetone cold trap. The frozen solid is then 
sublimed with continuous pumping onto the cold-finger T, V3 is 
closed and the liquid is transferred back to flask A. This 
process is twice repeated, which should be sufficient to 
ensure complete degassing (Murray and Martin 1975), then the 
sample is allowed to melt, and run into the double flask D, 
and is sealed by mercury which is run in from funnel F. The 
flask is then removed and the process repeated for the second 
liquid. The modified micrometer syringes are also shown in 
diagram 3.1: these consist of standard "Agla1 (Wellcome) 
units, in which the ground syringes are replaced by Youngs or 
Hamilton p.t.f.e. sealed units of considerably greater 
capacity, which must of course be calibrated. The filling
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D IAGRAM  3.1
procedure involves the flushing of the syringes with two small 
samples to remove air, followed by extraction of the main 
sample, ' -
> i
v \ ;
The liquids are then fed to the sample preparation 
vessel shown in diagram 3.2:‘at this stage all of the valves 
(all stainless steel bellows types) are open and the system 
thoroughly evacuated. Valves 2 and 3 are then closed, the 
syringe needles passed through the holes in the injection 
fitting I and the samples injected when the needles touch the 
sinter disc. This sinter disc of porousity 4 or 5 will allow 
liquids of low surface tension to pass under vacuum, but will 
prevent the passage of ‘ mercury, thus forming an ideal 
vacuum-sealed injection port. The trap between between V2 and 
V3 is partially filled and V2 progressively opened, with 
further additions of coolant until all the liquid has been 
transferred. The coolant is removed from the trap and the 
liquid allowed to warm to room temperature. Valves 1 and 5 
are then closed and 3 opened. The liquid sprays into the bulb 
where it vapourises. The liquid is then trapped into the 
finger below V4 and V4 is closed. The system is then 
re-evacuated, and a process of evaporation, stirring, 
condensation, and evacuation repeated several times to ensure 
the final degassing of the.sample. With VI, V3 and V5 closed 
the sample is then stirred for about 30 minutes, then V5 is 
opened. A sample of gas is now trapped over the piston in the 
compression unit by opening, then closing, V6. The automatic 
measurement may then be started.
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D IAGRAM  3.2
sample p reparation  vessel
The drive screw of the,piston is machined from rod 
with opposed flats, and passes through a shaped block designed 
to prevent movement of the piston in the rotatory sense. It 
is driven by a captive nut in the end of a tube, into which 
passes the screw, the tube itself being driven by a reversible 
induction motor geared down, preferably with a planetary 
gearing system, to turn at about 3 r.p.m., and fitted with a 
ratchet overload device. In this design the maximum 
compression volume is about 50 cm and the minimum, including 
the transducer, about 1-2 cm, such that the increase in 
pressure of the residual;gas, at the design vacuum, between 
maximum and minimum volume will not be•measurable, The drive 
of the motor is so arranged that it, only completes one 
revolution of the final drive shaft after each starting
impulse, before the power supply is cut off by a cam-operated
\ ■ *
microswitch, in this way ensuring that the decremental volumef <? ) i * J
can be strictly controlled and related to the recorded 
pressure, for fitting purposes. A diagram of the compression 
unit is shown in diagram 3.3.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE MEASUREMENT OF THE EXCESS VOLUMES OF MIXING
The excess volumes were measured with a small 
batch-type dilatometer, illustrated in diagram 4.1. The same 
thermostat was used as in the measurement of excess 
enthalpies, but the pump was replaced by a more powerful, 
glandless, magnetically driven type, as the original one was 
becoming badly worn.
The precision■ bore capillary tubing of the
dilatometer, specified; to be 0.86 mm in diameter, was
calibrated by filling different sections with mercury, 
thermostatting, measuring the thread length, and weighing the 
mercury. The borewas found to be constant to within the 
limits of experimental accuracy, and to be 0.8520 mm with an 
uncertainty, expressed by the standard error of several 
measurements, of 0,0002 mm.
The procedure for an- excess volume measurement 
commenced with the calculation of the volumes of the two 
liquids required, these being scaled so that the larger was 2 
cm*, the largest quantity of liquid which could be delivered 
with sufficient accuracy by the micrometer syringes, and 
contained safely in one arm of the dilatometer. The B.10
joint, was lightly.greased at the top, and fitted to the same 
mercury—fi11ing attachment on the bubble—point, dew-point 
system as had been used for the filling of the calorimeter, 
and the dilatometer body was filled with mercury. It was then 
transferred to a clamp on a stand, where the liquids were
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DIAGRAM 4.1
the d ila to m e te r
w
precision bore c a p illa ry
injected through bent syringe needles, after removal of the 
grease. Mercury was then added to bring the level to about 
half-way up the B.10 joint, and the capillary cone and tube 
fitted tightly, without grease, and clamped in place with 
springs using the lugs shown. The dilatometer was then 
transferred to the thermostat to equilibrate roughly, then the 
mercury level in the capilliary was adjusted, and the system 
left to equilibrate properly. If the run was to be carried 
out at above the bailing point of one or both components at 
atmospheric pressure, as for example with neopentane mixtures, 
then the filling of the dilatometer was carried out in the 
cold room (273.7 K), and some of the more volatile liquid was 
injected into the "finger" at the top of the capillary tube, 
before assembly, to balance the pressure increase as the 
temperature rose, and prevent the formation of vapour bubbles 
in the apparatus during the run. The dilatometer was fitted 
to the rocking device, and immersed in the thermostat to come 
to equilibrium. In this case, obviously, no adjustment of the 
mercury level was possible at thermostat temperature and 
allowance had to be made for expansion during filling.
When the system had reached equilibrium, the heights 
of all the mercury menisci were measured, relative to a 
reference mark on the capillary, with the cathetometer, and 
recorded. The dilatometer was then rocked gently backwards 
and forwards through about 70 degrees between positive stops 
about 10 times, and the liquid levels in the arms adjusted to 
be approximately level: after re-equilibration the new heights 
of the menisci were measured, and recorded. For changes in
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DIAGRAM 4.2
the d ila tom eter support
mercury levels of greater than about 1 cm the change in volume 
had to be corrected for compressibility changes, and the 
formula below was arrived at after two assumptions had been 
made, one, that the isothermal compressibility of a mixture 
was was the sum of volume fraction isothermal compressibility 
products for the pure liquids; and two, that the 
compressibility of the mercury could be ignored.
A v ^ -  6 V ° )  [^  v'k' -k,)* ( A - v ^ . g j )
where ^  is the isothermal compressibility of component i, d is 
the density of mercury at the thermostat temperature, g is the 
local value of gravitational acceleration, h, and h, are the 
heights of the mercury in the capillary before and after 
mixing, he,, hca and hm are the heights of the mercury in the 
arms of the dilatometer before and after mixing, measured in 
cm, relative to the reference mark on the capillary, and Vi is 
the volume of component!. The calculated values, corrected 
also * for cathetometer column expansivity, were then fitted to 
a Redlich-Kister equation by the same programme as that used 
for the excess enthalpy data.
c h a p t e r  f o u r PAGE 4.3
THE ^ RESULTS OBTAINED
A test of the dilatometer was'carried out on the 
system benzene + cyclohexane at 298.15 K, the excess volume of
which has been measured many times. A summary of these
results has been made by Dickinson, Hunt, and McLure
(1975),and the results from this dilatometer lay very close to 
their own results, all within one standard deviation of their 
fitted ourye (0.003 cm3 mol’1) . . The results were fitted to the 
Redlich-Kister equation
V* /cm* mor,*x(1-x)[2.5722-0.1105(1-2x)+0.0110( 1-2x)S)
This agreement was considered perfectly good enough to justify 
further work in measuring the excess volumes of the systems 
for which the excess enthalpies had already been obtained. 
The results obtained are shown in Table 4.1, and were fitted 
to Redlich-Kister equations, as follows:
C y c lo h e x a n e  + t e t r a m e t h y l  s i l a n e :
VE /cm3 mol'«x( 1-x)[-4.3653-0.5509( 1-2x )-0.1612 ( 1-2x)*)
with a standard deviation of 0.002 cm mol, where x was the
■ V !
m o l e  f r a c t i o n  of c y c l o h e x a n e  
C y c l o h e x a n e  +  n e o p e n t a n e :
V / c m 3 moi«x( 1-x)[-5.3209 -1.0251 ( 1-2x) -0.0220 (1-2xn 
with a standard deviation of 0.002 cm3 mol'l where x was the 
mole fraction of cyclohexane.
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DIAGRAM 4.3
benzene + cyclohexane a t 298.15 K
DIAGRAM 4.4
cyclohexane + tetramethyl silane a t 298.15H
o o
DIAGRAM 4.5
cyclohexane + neopentane a t 298.15 K
IAaLE-4^ 1
The System.Qy'glu.fr.axane_+..Tetremethvlsilane At 298.15 K
X  (cvclflhexarieJ V! /.C.mLpoX1 « 1
0.6990 -0.8788 +0.0011
0.5997 -1.0206 -0.0025
0.4996 -1.0930 +0.0016
0.3996 -1.0757 +0.0003
0.2998 -0.9676 -0.0005
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TABLE 4.2
The System Cyclohexane + Neonentane At 298.15 K
exane) ¿¿Bflfl-.recala
0.69B7 -1.0345 -0.0005
0.5989 -1.2309 +0.0007
0.4997 -1.3301 +0.0003
0.3621 -1.2935 -0.0017
0.2996 -1.2044 +0.0012
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CHAPTER FIVE
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At the beginning uf this wurk it was; decided that 
efforts would be made to. predict •. the. -values measured, 
developing in the process a general method for the 
quantitative prediction of non-ideal behaviour in at least the 
quasi-spherical group of liquid mixtures. It was hoped that 
this method could then be extended to mixtures of this group 
with other non-electrolytes, forming a fairly general 
predictive method.
The first requirement was a choice of. the general 
approach to be used, i.e. whether specific equationsiof state 
would be used, or experimental equations of state derived from 
fitting of state data of the compounds of interest, or a less 
direct method,1 working from some assumed form of 
intermodular potential, or a statistical approach. A survey
of some of the recent publicationsC'8'Tna/1Wis.: field suggested 
that the most accurate of the statistically based approaches 
yielded results only slightly better than those obtained ,by 
the relatively simple state-equation methods, ; and , it was 
therefore decided that the first attempts at the prediction of 
the mixing functions would be made using a similar approach to 
that employed by Marsh, McGlashan, and Warr (1970). Tw0 state 
equations would be chosen: the simple van der Waali33^ equation, 
and the, rather more complex Guggenheiiaequation (Guggenheim 
1965).
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These equations may be expressed in
py/RT* F(ij) - o. / k t V  ,
a common form:
whereF(y) is a function approximating the compression ,factor, 
PV/RT, of a hard-sphere gas, where sphere volume is b/4l«yV/L, 
where L is the Avogadro constant. For the van der Waals
equation
F(y)«(1-4yfi
and for the Guggenheim equation 
F (y ) = d-yflT
For any such equationthe values of a and b for the 
pure components may be calculated by equating the first and 
second differentials of P w.r.t. V at constant T, with ZBro, 
for the critical values of the pure components. The resulting 
equations are then solved for a and b . In,the case of the van 
der Waals equation a «9(RTeVe)/8 and b»Vc/3 and in the case of 
the rGuggenheim. equation a. 1.350833 (RTCV6) and b. Vc/7 .89898. 
In order that the state equations may be used fQr mixtures, 
two further steps are required: firstly, a relationship 
between the Interaction parameters a and b; for like 
interactions, and those for unlike interactions; secondly, a 
relationship defining the relative importance of the like and 
unlike interactions in the overall interaction at a given 
composition. In order that such relationships may be derived 
it is necessary,first, to examine the nature of the equations 
of state mere closely. The equations of state may, if »s 
»ish.be expressed in a "reduced" form, »here pressure, 
volume, and temperature are replaced by the reduced terms, 
that is. the state functions divided by their corresponding
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critical values. The use of these reduced functions produces 
a general equation, without variable parameters. For any 
equation of state involving two adjustable parameters, such a 
reduced equation may be obtained, and the only difference 
between such equations is in the relationship of the numerical 
values of the reduced terms. The result of this feature is 
that for any such equation, any substances having the same 
reduced pressures at a given reduced temperature will have the 
same reduced volume. Under such conditions, such substances 
are said to be in "corresponding 'states", or "conformal", and 
the above relationship is one statement of the "corresponding 
states law". If we consider mixtures of substances obeying 
these requirements, it should be possible to apply such 
two-parameter equations to the prediction of the properties of
the mixtures, and this possibility is the source of the
suggestion, at the beginning of this chapter, that an
experimental two-parameter state equation might be derived fQr 
compounds and mixtures of interest from suitable reduced data.
In the • method employed here, We have not produced a 
fitted state equation, but, as Previously stated, have chosen 
two state.equations of predetermined form, which avoids the 
fitting process, and the need for suitable data. This process 
is, essentially, a presetting of the form of the
l %
intermodular potential function, which is then considered to 
apply to the conformal liquids, and their mixtures. The form 
of the ■ van der Waals potential function is illustrated in 
diagram 5.1, and represents the behaviour of a pair of hard 
spheres of the volume already defined.
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D IA G R A M  5.1
The extension of the corresponding states principle 
to mixtures requires some model for the behaviour of the 
mixture, and the two most commonly employed are the one-, and 
two-fluid models. In the former it is assumed that the 
mixture is a single fluid, conformal with the pure components. 
In the latter, it is assumed that the mixture comprises two 
fluids, each of which is conformal with the pure fluids, and 
in the same molar ratio. Since■both of the foregoing require
critical values for the unlike interactions in the liquid, an 
expression, must also , be derived to produce such critical 
values, from which may be calculated the a and b constants for 
the unlike interactions, which may then be used in the model 
chosen for the mixture. Hudson and McCoubrey (I960),
employing a potential function of the form
*h*re is the collision diameter and epsilon the depth of
the potential well (commonly known as the Lennard-Jones 12-6 
potential), and the London theory of dispersion forces, 
arrived at an expression for the mixed critical temperature of
which reduces to the Bertheloti3)expression:
if the ionisation .potentials ’and collision diameters are 
equal. Both the Berthelot approximation and the more precise
Hudson-McCoubrey equation have been used in this work. From
the values of and V^may be calculated the mixed terms atIand 
ba. The second requirement, that of obtaining the a and b 
parameters far solutions at given compositions, Is dependant 
an the choice"of some modal for the solution, e.g. one, t«o,
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or three fluid, and as it had been shown (Leland, Rowlinson, 
and Sather 1968) that the van der Waals "one-fluid relations" 
and the equivalent two-fluid relations (van der Waals, (1900) 
- extension of his equation of state to mixtures) produced 
better .agreement with experiment than the random mixing 
approximation employed by Prigogine (1957) and others, these 
were employed in this work.
bx* xfb„ + 2 x lx i blx+
a a s “i*
a'2X.= ^iP'ZL ^ ^
«nu.
'tl
-Vmilcu-L^  j Wx.
The final requirement is for the calculation of the 
excess functions from the equations of state. In this work 
this was done by first calculating the "residual" functions.
then combining these as below, to obtain the excess, functions 
for one- and two fluid theories
the residual functions for the van der Waals equation were:
Q  - - R J - O'/Vm
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H * .  - a / v „ ; ,  ,
V * ’ * + V ln+const".
and for the Guggenheim equation: '*
where the term Vm is obtained by solution of the state equation 
concerned, as ' P tends to zero» selecting the root 
corresponding to a rational isotherm,' rather than one of the 
spurious, mathematically induced values. The required a and b 
terms for the liquid model and combining rules in question are 
used in this solution.
The methods of computing excess functions, given 
above, were written into computer programmes in Fortran 4, 
which are listed in Appendix one. These programmes were 
tested on the mixtures previously used by McGlashan (1969),and
M a r s h ,  McGlashan and W a r r  (1970), u s i n g  t h e i r  d a t a ,  w i t h  th e
: . ■ 0v>) ■'addition of ionisation potentials taken from the literature,
with the results shown in Table 5.1. From this it may be
seen, firstly, that the two fluid models generally gave batter
results than the one fluid models, especially for excess
volumes, though less reliably for excess enthalpies; secondly,
t h a t  th e  Guggenheim e q u a t i o n  g e n e r a l l y  g a v e  b e t t e r  r e s u l t s
than the van der Waals; thirdly, that the Hudson-McCoubrey
combining rules almost invariably produced much more accurate
• (oi)predictions of the values than the Lorentz- Berthelot 
versions. The next step was to use the methods so far 
developed to predict the excess functions for the systems
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being measured, andalso any similar systems of interest. The 
results of these predictions are given in Table 5.2.
• Once again, the Hudson- McCoubrey combining rules 
appear to produce the better predictions, when combined with 
the Guggenheim equation, although the most accurate 
predictions no longer seem to be produced consistently by the 
two-fluid models, and the Bxcess volumes are, in one or two 
cases, better predicted by the van der Waals equation.
■ Clearly, in the transition from the simple mixtures, 
such as Ar/Kr, to the more complex molecules involved here, 
there has been some loss of predictive capability (see Table 
5 .4 ). What is more surprising, perhaps, is that this is just 
as marked in the cases where good agreement might have’ been 
expected, e.g. neopentane + tetramethylsilane, where the molar 
volumes and ionisation potentials are similar, and where the 
rotation of the molecules might be expected to lead to their 
behaving ‘ as approximately spherical entities, as in the 
cyclohexane mixtures, where the slight difference in reduced 
volumes might have been expected to lead to some inaccuracy.
A study of the reduced vapour pressure»volume, and 
temperature, plotted against reduced temperature, (diagrams 
5.2-5.4) suggests that the behaviour is reasonably conformal, 
except in the previously mentioned case of volumes where the 
tetramethyls appear to form a separate group. This might, as 
suggested before, be expected to lead to some loss of accuracy 
in a corresponding- states method, where substances from the
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different volume groups were considered, but we see that, in 
fact, the agreement here is no worse than that for intra-group 
mixtures. This perhaps suggests that the difference observed 
is not of an order to generate major inaccuracies, but that 
some other factor is clearly doing so. Rowlinson (1969, page 
2 4 4 )»concludes that the Lorentz- Berthelot combining rules 
produce values for intermolecular potential energy and 
collision diameter with an accuracy of about 2 per cent, but 
points out that this causes major inaccuracies in prediction 
of excess functions. A numerical test of such 2 per cent 
errors, in the system Ar/Kr, for the van der Waals equation, 
showed the extreme sensitivity of the excess functions to 
these values, with a maximum change in predicted values 
occurring when both errors were of the same sign and 
magnitude, this change being of the order of 200 per cent of 
the original value. The results of these tests are shown in 
table 5.3, where it can be seen that the predicted values are 
generally closer to the experimental values when both the 
potential and distance terms are somewhat reduced. The 
Hudson- McCoubrey combining rules obviously go some way 
towards improving matters, but are by no means perfect, and a 
possible direction for improvement would be the modification 
0f the Lorentz rule, which is taken as accurate in the 
derivation of the rules.
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TABLE 5.3
varia tion  of pred icted excess functions 
with 6aand a"tl
van der Waals’ equation 
system Ar+Krat 116K x = O.S
e  L-® e.x-2% €ia+2% 6,a -2% €,a-2%
a.* *--B o-.a L-B o”x~2%> 0|flL +2%cr.a -2%
VcmWf'1 -1.3 -l.l -2.Ì». -25 +-O.I -2.2 -0.5
one
fluid HjwJ-1
- ( k -8 -66 -121 -13
Gx r^1 + 18 +55 +45 +28 +80 +84-
V6 » Hvan mol -o.q -a? -2.0 -2.2 +o.if -1.8 -0 5
two
fluid i~Ì J’mol’* -28
+-28 -29 -85 + 31 +27
G Jmol'1+28 +-61+- +56 +■20 + 38 +qo + 84.
T A B L E  5.4
^predicted /experimental] x IO O  averaged over rows o f
Tables 5.1 and 5.2
5.1 5 .2 5.1 5 .2
55 18 tl '3
61 53 21* 17
38 II 12 25
•»4 IfO 25 2if
57- 43 3^ 18
68 85 63 53
ifl 33 3? 27
51 7L 62 62
5.1
2 3
5 . 2
2 2 L  B
iti
3 6 3 5 H PI
2 3 18 L B
2fl
34- 3 2 H n
W 1*6 L B
Ifl
6 8 6 6 H n
4 3 3 8 L B
2fl
6 3 5 8 H Pi
van der Waals
Guggenheim
APPENDIX 1
THE COMPUTER PROGRAMMER
APPENDIX ONE PAGE APP1.1
The Redlich-Kister Curve-Fitting Programmes
This programme fits excess function/composition data 
to a polynomial equation of the form:
H=x ( 1-x ) (a+b ( 1-2x )+c ( 1-2x )%« . .)
where the excess function is fitted to equations with numbers 
of coefficients increasing from 1 (a), to n-1, where n is the 
number of points, or 7, whichever is the smaller. For each 
equation the deviations of each point are calculated, as is 
the overall standard deviation. The standard deviation is 
calculated with allowance for the decreasing number of degrees 
of freedom as the number of coefficients increases, and this 
permits the selection of the equation which gives the smallest 
standard deviation as that of "best fit". The fitting is 
carried out by a matrix method. The set of equations 
resulting from the individual He,x values is normalised, and 
the resulting square matrix inverted. The inverse is then 
postmultiplied by the normalised left-hand sides, to yield the 
coefficient vector. The final subroutine "Tester" is a graph 
drawing routine, used to produce the fitting diagrams shown in 
this thesis.
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—Parabolic Fitting Programme
This programme was generally used in the fitting of 
near-linear experimental data, such as density/temperature 
results, or log (vapour pressure)/temperature, The fitting 
was to an equation of the form: y-a+bx+cx1 , and the matrix 
routines employed were the same as those of the previous 
programme. The programme was also used, in modified form, to 
fit the virial portions of dew-point measurements, if this was 
necessary, as in the case of benzene/n-hexane mixtures.
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1 z n  » 31 ) >?A 1 » 3/J>» MORTS) I >* I »Í? n  , Z (  I , f>7) , Z (  I , J
CO TO 30
20
30
40
WRI TF<2» m ' i  
STOP
F0RMATCS5H MO.OF R T S .T O O  R I  C FOR CIJRRFNT 
END O IM F N S I  ON? . FX FC .HAL TFD
S l IRR 0 UT I NF MATSOL < F UNCMT# RHS VAR> VARL HS * TR-M F MC » PRODMT* SOU J ,  C OE 7  *C  
1 P ,  \>Ot’ T S )
DIM ENS I DU FUN C M T !N O PTS*3 ) * R W SVA R ( N O P T S > »V A R L H S ! N O P T S ) »
1 TRNFNCC 3 , NOPT S ) *PRODMTC3* 1 )* SOMT ! 3 , 3 ) »  CO FF ! 3 »1 > * C ! 3 ^ 3  > , P < 3 , 3 )
DO 10 I = 1 * N 0 P T S
} 0 R FAD !  7 *20  ) V A R L H S ! I  ) ,  RH S VAR C I )
20 FORMATI F l  3* 6* 5X* F l  3 . 6 )
WR I T F ! 2 » 2 X )
2 X FORMATI  1 H 1 >
DO 30 J = l * M O P  TS 
F U N C M T ! J * 1 >=1.0 
F U N C M T ! J , 2 ) = P H S V A R C J )
F U N C M T ! J * 3 > = R P S V A R ! J ) * * 2
30 V R I T F I 2 »  A0 ) VARLHS ! J  ) * F U N C M T I J ,  1 ) ,  F U M C M T C J . 2 ) ,  F U N C M T ! J » 3 )
A0 FORMAT! F.1 3 . X* 5X* El  3 . A, 2X* F l  3 .  X»2X ,  F.l 3 .  X)
C A L L  SI M EON ! FUNCMT» MOP TS » 3 » VARLH S » TRN F NC» P RO DMT » SQMT» C OE F » 0 > R ) 
WRITF!2»80)
W R I T E Í 2 » 7 0 ) !  GOFF ! I » 1 >» I  = 1 * 3 )
70 F O R M A T ! I 0 X » F I  3 • X)
F 0 F O R M A T ! / / / 7 X »  1 9H C O E F F I C I E N T  VEC TOR// )
C A L L  D F V ! CO FF » VARLHS* RHS V AR » NOP T S )
C A L L  G R A P H ÍR H SVA R*  VARLHS * NOP TS* CO E F )
R E T U R N
END
S U P R O H T I  MF DFV(  WK 1 , VA RL N U . RHS VA R ,  MOP 7 S >
D I M F N S I O N  UK 1 ( MOPT 5 >» VARLMVC MOP 7 S ) , R H S VAR( N O P T S >
R R I  T F !  P , 1 0 )
S UMS 0 = 0 • 0 
DO 5 1 = 1, MOP TS
CAL VAL = RK 1 i l  ) + WK 1 ! P ) * R H S V A R i  I ) + UK 1 ! 3 >* r h s v A R !T  ) * * p  
DI FF = CALVAL-VARLNWC I )
D I F F S O = D I F F * * ?
Sl JMS0 = SP IM S 0 + DI F F SCO
W R I T F f ? > P 0 ) V A R L N K  I > ,CAL VAL ,  DI F F ,  DI F F ‘•'0 
5 C O N T IN U E  ‘ .
S T D D F V = S O R T í  SUM .SO/FLO AT ÍN O PTS-P )  )
S TD FRR = SOR T ! SUMSO/ FL OA T ! MOR T S * ! NOP T S - P ) ) )
U R I  T F ! P  , 3 0 > S T D D F V 
U R I T F C ? ,  AD ) S TDF.RR
10 F ORMA T ! / / / 3 X ,  fHVARLNU,  1 I X ,  fHCAL VAL , 1 I X ,  ARDI F F ,  11X,  FHDI F F^O //> 
PO F 0 R M A K F 1 3 . Í ,  S X , F 1 3 . X , ? X , F 1 3 . ^ , ? X , F 1 3 . i  / ) r r '  1 1A '  F F SO //> 
30 FORMATí / I  P X ,  BHSTDDFV= , E 1 3 , F )
/(0 FORMATI / 1 OX, B H ST D .  F'RR = ,  F l  3 . f  )
R FT U R N
END
SURROUTI NF A.RAPH ( X ,  Y , N,  C V)
PI MF NSIOM X < N ) , Y I N ) , C V i V ) , X F O (  I O 0 ) , Y F O (  j 0 0  ) 
SMTVAL= X( 1)
GTSVAL  = X C1 )
DO 10 I = 1 » M
I F ( X ( I ) . G T . G T S  V A L ) GTSVAL = / C I )
I  F C X ( I  ) . L T . S (M T VA L ) S M I VA L = X I I )
1 0 CONT I  \) LIF
r û N G F = G T S Va l -S^TVAL  
S R A N O F = S M T V A L - R A M G F / ¿ .0  
HPANGF = GTS VAL + RA\JGF//!.G 
V A L I NC = ( P R A N C F - S R A N C F ) / I  0 0 .0  
X F Q C 1)= SPANG F
VFOC 1 )=CV ( 1 ) + C V C ? ) * S R A N G F + C W 3 > * S R A N G F * * 2
DO PO J  = 0 ,  1 GO
X F O C J ) = X F O ( J - l  ) +VAL INC
Y F O ( J ) = C V (  1 ) + C V ( P ) * X F 0 ( J  > + C V. C 3 ) * X FO ( J  ) * * 2 
i>0 C O N T IN U F
C A L L  O S T A R T I P , 0 * 1 1 . 0 )  ’
C A L L  G D A R F A I 1 . 0 , J . 0 , 7 . 0 , 8 . 0 )
C A LL  0 S C AL S ( X FO , Y FÛ » IC O )  ' 
c a l l  GAXFS
C A L L  G L I N F Í X F O , Y F O , 1 0 0 , - 1 )
C A L L  G D A T A I X , Y , N , 1)
C A L L  P C L OS F 
R F T U R N  
END
The Matrix Set SIMFDM
This set of routines was written as a general, 
nan-weighted, high precision solution for sets of simultaneous 
equations. It was the first programme set of this type which 
the Author had written, and the method employed, while quite 
accurate, is rather inefficient. This is no real problem for 
the programme in which they were normally employed, as the 
matrices involved were generally small, but where large 
matrices were involved, as in the bubble-point, dew-point 
programme, the faster routine SIMEQ4 was used.
APPENDIX ONE PAGE APP1.4
SU pRO UT I  NF  S IM EON  ( FUNC* N*K»H>TR!M FNC» PRODMT» SQMT» COEF» C» B )  
D IM F N S IO N  FIJNC<N.K>» TRN FNC C K,  N ) » PRODM T (K  , 1 >»SQ M TCK »K > , C O F F ( K» 1 ) ,
1 C ( K » K ) » R ( K , K ) í H ( N )
C A LL  TRMSPSC FUNC»TRN FNC» N» K )
C A LL  MATMPYCT R N FNC»H , PRODMT » K » N , 1)
C A LL  MAT^PY ( TRNFNC» FI IMO > SOMT»K, N, K )
I  F ( K . E O .1 ) CO TO 10
C A LL  IN V ER T C SO M T »R »K »  CK- 1 ) » C )
C A L L  M‘A(TMPY ( C» PRODMT» C O EF» K » K » 1 )
CO TO 2 0
10 C O F F C1 » 1 )= P R O DM T C I »1 ) /SOMTC1 , t >
20 RETURN  
END
i
S U B R O U T IN E  TR N S P S < AMATRX* TRNMAT» NOROVS* NOCOLS)
DI M ENS I ON A^ATRX ( NOROES#NOCOLS) >TRNMATfNOCOLS#NORO IS )  
DO 10 N = 1 # NOROWS 
DO 10 M=l#NOCOLS 
TRNMAT< M# N ) =AMATRX( N# M)
10 C O N T IN U E  
R E T U R N .
END
S U P R O U T IN F  MATMPY ( A* C> I * J »  K ) 
D OUBLÉ  P R E C I S IO N I  DOUB 
DI M ENS I  ONJ A d »  J ) ì R ( J » K )  j C ( I > K )  
DO 30 N=1i I  .
DO 30 M= 1 * K 
DOUB=0•0 .
DO 20 L=l>vJ
D O U R = A ( N , L > * R ( L ì M)+DOUR 
20 C O N T IN U E
C ( Ni M) = DOUP 
30 C O N T IN U E  
R E T U R N  
FND
S U B R O U T I N E  IN V E R T  .»COFACT)
D IM F N S IO N  A.CN» N) »BCN1 > N1 >» COFACT(  N ,N )
DO 40 L  = 1 » N
DO 00 K=1»N
DO 20 J= 1 » N  
NO=J
I F ( J . G E . L ) N 0 = J + 1  
I F Í N O . F T . N ) G O  TO 20 
DO 10 1 = 1 >N 
M= I
I F C I . G F . K ) M = I  + 1 
I F C M . G T . N ) G O  TO 10 
B ( I  » J ) = A ( M»NO)
10 CONTINUE
20  C O N T IN U E
CALL  DFTFRM í B » Í N - 1>» CO FAC ) 
C O F A C T iK » L )= C O F A C *  F L O A T Í Í - 1 ) * * f K + L ) ) 
30 CONTI  Nl IF 
40 C O N T IN U F
DO 4 4 I  = 1 » N 
DO 42 J = I » N  
H OL D=C 0 FA C T ( J  » I )
CO FAC T í  J> I ) » C O F A C T í I * J >
C O F A C T í I í  J ) = HOLD 
4 ?  C O N T IN U E  
44 C O N T IN U E
C A L L  DETFRM iA»N»DET>
DO 60 I  = 1 * N
DO 50 J = 1 * N
. C O F A C T í J * I ) = C0 FACT í J> I  ) /DET 
50 C O N T IN U E
£0 C O N T IN U E  
R E T U R N  
ENN
S U P R O U T IN F  DFTFRMC A» N» DFT)
D IM E N S IO N  AC N» N)
DOURLF  P R E C I S I O N  DFTA
DETA = 1 .0
I S I O N = l
I  FC N . F O •1 ) D F T = A ( 1, 1 )
I  FC N .  FO . 1 ) r-0 TO 60 
I  FC N . F O . 2 )  GO TO 50 
DO 40 L=1»N
X = i 0 * * < - P O )  ;
DO 3 I = L , N  
DO ! J  = L ,  N
I  FC C APSC AC J ,  I ) ) ) . G T .x  ) fro JO S 
1 C O N T IN U E  '
3 C O N T IN U E  ,
W R IT F C 2 ,4 >
4 F0RMATC32HN0 EL FM FNTS OR FA T FR THAN + 
STO P
5 I  FC I  . F O . L )  GO TO 7
DO 6 K=L » N . :
HOL D= A C K > L )
A ( K » L ) = A C K » I )
A C K , I ) -POLO
6 C O N T IN U E  : •
I  S I  GN=- I  S I  GN
7 I  FC J .  FO . L )  GO. TO 9 
DO R K=L»N
H OLD=A C L  » K )
A C L ,K > = A C J ,K >
A C J , K ) = H O L D  '
R C O N T I NUF
I S I  GN = - I  S I  GN ■
9 J= L+ 1
DO 10 M = J , N -  .
' A C M , L ) = A C M , L > / A C L , L )  *
1 0  C O N T IN U E
DFTA = DFTA /A CL» L )
IC O  UN T= L +1 
DO 30 K = IC O UNT,N
DO CO I  = I  COUNT ,N
A C I » K > = A C I , K ) - C A C I , L ) * A ( L » K ) )
2 0  C O N T I NUF
30 C O N T IN U E
I  F CL • FQ • N - 2 ) GO TO 50 
40 C O N T IN U E
50 D=A C N - 1 » N - 1 ) * A C N » N )- A C N » N - 1  ) *AC N - 1 , N > 
DFT=D* FLOATC I  S I  GN) / D E JA  
60 R E T U R N  
END
The Pressure-Volume Calculation And Fitting Programmes
The first of these programmes used thermostat 
temperature and room temperature to convert measured mercury 
column heights and reference mark positions into pressures and 
volumes, in Pa and cm3, corrected for mercury density and 
cathetometer column expansivity. The results were both 
printed and output to a disc file, where they could be 
accessed by the succeeding programmes. In some cases the data 
for both one— and two— phase regions of the dew-point sector, 
as well as the bubble-point sector, could be fitted by the 
straight line fitting programme, in others the gas region of 
the dew-point sector was fitted by the third programme, that 
derived from the previously described parabolic fitting 
programme, which solved the two equations produced, the one 
linear, the other parabolic, simultaneously, for the point of 
intersection, the dew-point.
APPENDIX ONE PAGE APP1.5
PRESSURE AND VOLUME CALCULATION FOR MARK 3 D - P . R . P .  APPARATUS  
D IM E N S IO N  P C 30 ) ,  V(  30 )
R F A D C 7 , 1 5 )  N UM RUN 
I S  FORMAT ( 1 3 )
R F A D C 7 . 2 0 )  RM TFM P ,TSTFM P 
20 FORMA T C F A . 1 » 1 X , F 7 • 3 )
RFA  DC 7 , 3 0 )  NOP TS 
30 FORMAT( 1 2 )
A= 1 * 72 3 F- 5 
P I  = 3 • 1 Al 59 2 6
H O D E N S = l A . 2 9 7 8 - . 2 6 7 2 9 5 E - 2 * T S T F M R + . 3 7 2 2 9 A E - 6* T STFM p* * ?
0ACCN = 9 8 ! .3 0 3  
WR I T FC 2 » 1 10) Nl IMP I !N 
110 FORMATC1 H I , 1 2H RUN NUMPFR , 1 3 )
WR I T F C 2 » 1 2 O ) RMTF.MP, TSTFMP
120 FORMA T C/ / 1 2H ROOM TEMP =, F A . 1 >S X , 18H TH FRMOSTAT TEMP = , F 7 . 3 / )  
DO 150 N = J ,N O P T S  
REA DC 7, 1 3 0 ) H 1 , H 2 » H R E F , H 3 , H A  
130 FORMATC5 C 1 X » F 6 . 3 ) )
P ( N )  = (H2-H1+HA-H3 )* (1 .  . 0 - A * ( R M  T EM P - 2 0 .0 ) ) *H p D E N S + :O A  CCN /1 0 . 0
VC N)  = C H R E F - H 1 ) * P I  + A . S 9 A  
V;R I  T FC 2 ,  1 A0)H1 , H 2 /H R EF /H 3 / H 4  
140 FORMATC 5X, 5 C IX ,  F 6 . 3 ) )
150 C O N T IN U E
W R I T E ( 2 , S 0 0 )
WR I  T E C 2 , 8  SO )
E 'RI TFC 2 , 9 0 0  ) ( P C I  ) , VC I  ) , 1 = 1 , NOHTS)
L 'RI  TEC 5 0 ,9  00 ) CPC I ) , VC I ) ,  I = 1 , N O PTS )
E N D F I L F  50
B 0 0  FO RM ATC ///20H  P R E S S U R E '  VOLUME/)
R50  FORMA T C 23H PA CM**3 / / / )
9 00  FORMA TC2 X , F8 • 1 * AX, F 7 • 3 )
STOP
END
c S T R A I G H T  L I N F  F I TD I M E N S I O N  XC2 5 ) / Y C ? 5 )
DO, 100 N=1 / 3 
R E A D !  7, 1 0 ) N P T S  
10 FORMAT! I  3 )
I F C N P T S . C T . ?  5) CO TO Y0 
S UM X = 0 . 0  
SUMY= 0 . 0  
S UMXY = 0 . 0  
S(JMXSGj = 0 . 0  
SUMY SO = 0 . 0  
SUMDEV=0. 0  
SUMDSO=0 . 0  
DO 2 2  M = l / N P T S  
RFAD!  5 0 / 9 0 0 ) YCM),XCM) 
9 0 0  F0RMATC2X,  FB . 1 / AX,  F 7 . 3 )  
S IJMX = X ( M ) + SI1MX 
S!JMXSQ=X C M ) *X C M ) +SUMXSO 
SUMY = Y CM)+ S UMY 
S UMYSO = Y C M ) * Y C M) -t-S UMY SO 
SUMXY =YCM)*XCM)+SUMXY
22
2 5
30
35
/ !0
50
55
57
58 
1 00
C O N T IN U E
D ET= FL OA T C NP TS ) * S IJMX SO - S UMX * * S
<?RAD= FLOAT( NPTS) *SUMXY XDET-SUMX *SUMY /DET
C O N ST= SUM XSO*SUM Y/D ET-SUM X*SUM XY/D ETR=CS!JMYSQ-2 «0* OR A D*S UMX Y - 2 .0*CONST*SIIMY + o  ^^
+CRAD**2*St JMXSQ + FL OA TC NP TS )*C0NST**2)/FL0AT^NP TS^P ^  T*SUMX 
S=FLOATCNPTS)*R/( FLOAT!NPTS)*SUMXSO-SUMX**2  
T=SUMXSO*R/( FLOATCNPTS)*SUMXSO-SUMX**? )
IlRI TFiF^SSIORADiCONiST
FORMAT FOLIATION! I S  Y = , P ! 3 . f , P H . X . ? x . 1H * , f I  1 „  / / y i
F0RMATC9X,1HX,17X,1HY/1 SX^HYNEF, 1 5X,3HpFV//X)
DO 40 M = 1 / NP TS X ’
Y NFW = X CM)* HR A D+CONST
[)FV=Y CM) -YNEW
SUMDEV=APS(DFV)+SUMDFV
SUMDSQ=DEV**2+SUMDS0
WRI  T E C 2 / 3 5 ) X C M ) , Y ( M ) / Y N E k / D F VFORMA TC^CE13«f/3X),/)
CONTINUE
DVMEAN=SUMDFV/FLOAT! NPTS)U.APA , rr« /-»A « ,■ 5 T D =  S O P  1 C S  U MUi o' - J  '  r u u H  i v. i o -  i ;  ;
j p = S O R T ( S )
> £ T C  = SORTC T)
T F C 2» 50 ) D VM FA N 
T E C ? »  55 )DVSTD  
T F C P » 5 7 ) E R R S T G  
TF<2» 5 8 )E R R S T C
'MATCX1YH MEAN DEV I  AT I  0N= /Cl 3 •6) 
iMATC /I EH S T D .  DF.VIATION= / Cl 3» C)
iMA T^ /p C,H S T D * FRR0R 0F PRADIFNT 
'MATC X2 SH S T D .  ERROR OF CONSTANT
C O N T IN U E
W R IT F C  f 0 / 8 0 )  CRAD. CONST 
REV  I ND 50 
R E W IN D  ( 0
= , C1 3 • C ) 
= / Cl 3 . A)
STOP
70 FORMAT(30HTOO MANY P O IN T S  FOR D IM E N S IO N S  ) 
80 FORMATC2F20.85 
STO P  
END
C VI R I  AL S FC T I ON F I T  U S IN G  F . A . H .  MATR IX  S E T  S IMEON
D IM E N S IO N  P C ? 0 ) / V C  2 0 ) > FUNCC20 * 3 ) * TRNFNCC3>20>*PRODMTC3 , 1 ) ,  
1 S O M T ( 3 * 3 ) * C O E F ( 3 » 1> * C ( 3 * 3 ) > R ( 3 » 3 )
READC 7 * 1 0 ) N O L I N E  
10 FORMAT( 1 3 )
READC M j ? ( D ( A *  A ,N = 1 > N 0 L IN E )
20 FORMA T ( 2 X  * F8 • 1 * AX > F 7•3)
READC 1> 30 ÎNOCURV  
30 FORMA TC I  3 )
C A L L  S OL V E C P  , V, F U N C ,  T R N F N C , P R 0 DM T , S 0 M î  , C 0 E F , C , R , N 0 C U R V > 
STOP 
END
S U B R O U T IN E  S O L V E O S  V» FIJNC > TRN FNC» PRO DMT, SOM T, C OE F,  C , R > N n r  UP V) 
D IM E N S IO N  P  ( N OC UH V >,VC N OC ! .'R V > , FI. INC < NO C UR l ,  3 ) » TRN F NC C B# N OC JP V 
1 PR0DMTC3» 1 > »SO M T (3 ,3> ,C O EP< 3*  1 > , C C 3 , 3  ) , 8 ( 3,  3 ) '
READC 50 > AO y ( P  ( N ) ,  VCN ) ,N= l ,MOCURV>
40 F0 R M A T C 2 X ,F R  . 1> 4X , F 7 . 3 )
DO ( 0  M = 1 » 3
DO 50 N= 1 > NOCUR V
FUNC(N ,M> = V ( N ) * * ( M - 1 )
50 C O N T IN U E  
60 C O N T I NUF 
WR I  T F (  2 > 70 )
70 FORMA TC 1 H 1 )
WRI  TEC 2 / 8 0 )  ( F  ( N ) ,  V( N ) ,  N= 1 , NOC1JR V)
80 F O R M A T C 1 0 X » F 8 .1 * 4 X > F 6 .2 )
C A L L  S I  MEO N ( FUNC * NOCUR W  3 j  P»  TRN F NO* PRO DM T, EQNT j  COEF> P i R )  
W R IT E C 2 , 9 0 >  ‘ r 1
90 FORMAT( / / / )
W R IT E C 2 *  1 0 0 > C N ,C O E F (N ,  1 ) > N= 1 , 3 )
100 FORMA TC 10X / 1 1 H C 0 F F F I C I E N T > I 2 î PH = , E 2 0 . R / )
W R I T E C 2 # 9 0 )
C A L L  D EV I  ATC NOCUR W C O E F ,  3,  P ,  V)
R F T U R N .
END ; ’
S U R R O U T IN E  D F l T A T C N P 7 S f C 0 E F i N 0 0 F S # P i V >
D IM F N S IO N  COFF(\*COFS> I > , P (N P T S > *  I C N P T S )
WRI TFC2*  10>
I 0 FORMAT( 1 3 X ,  1 HP> 1 8X ,  1 FU* 1 7X, 4HP F I  T» 1 5X, 3HDF.V.» / / )  
SDFVSQ  = 0 *0 
DO 30 N= 1 » NPTS
P F I T = C O F F (  1 » 1 >+C0FF(2*  1) * VC N)+COEFC 3,  1 ) *  VCN> * * 2  
SDFVSO= C P F I T-P C N ) ) *  * P  + S DFVSO 
A = P ( N ) - P F I T  ■ . .
WR I T FC 2 * 20 > < P < N ) > V< N ) , P F I 1, A )
? 0  FORMATCZAC bX,  Gl 4 . 7 )  )
30 C O N T IN U E
S T D D E V - SO R T C SD EV SQ /C F LO A  TCNP T S - ? ) ) }
WRI T F ( 2 * A0 ) STDDFV
40 F O RM A TC ///  SX> 1 6HSTD • D F V IA T IO N  = , G J 4 . 7 )
A = C 0 F. F ( 1 > 1 )
B = C 0 F F (2 >  1 >
C = C 0 F F ( 3 j 1>
READ C f0 ,8 0 )O R A D > C O N ST
p=ORAD
CL=CONST
V 1 = C G - R - S O R T C C P - G ) * * 2 - 4 . 0 * C * C A - C L > ) ) / C 2 . 0 * C >
V 2 = ( G - B +S 0 R T C C R - G ) * * 2 - 4 . 0 * C * C A - C L ) ) > / C 2 . 0 * C >
I  FC VI . G T .  1 5 . 0 )  DV= W  
I  F C US • G T . 1 5 • 0 ) D V= VI 
p p =g * d v +c l  
WRI T FC P*  5P> > PR
50  F O R M A T C // /  S X i l / H D F W  P R E S S U R E  = > G 14 .7 )
B 0 F O R M A T C 2 F 2 0 . R )
R E T U R N
END
The State Equation Programmes
These programmes were written to calculate 
thermodynamic excess functions according to various state 
equations, one- and two-fluid liquid models and various 
combining rules.
APPENDIX ONE PAGE APP1.6
C T H I S  PROGRAM EVA LU A TES  F X C F S S  FUN C T IO N S ,FRO M  VAN DFR W A A L ' S  FOUAT ION  
C E M P L O Y IN G  BOTH ON F- , ANn TW O -FLU ID  L I Q U I D  MODELS ’ “ '
Ccc
c
ccc
c
REA D  C R I T I C A L  TEMP ERA TURFS  AND VOLI IMPS 
READ* 7, I 0 ) T C A »  VGA, TCP* ICR
R E A D  FVA LU A T IO N  TEMPERATURE
R E A D * 7 , 2 0 )  T
10 FORMAT* ¿ (  F 6 . 0 )  )
20  FORMAT* F é . O )  
r = EP.0S3
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
cc
0c
n
C A L C U L A T E  COMMON FACTORS A 1 , , R , , , A ? ? , R P R , A , g , B , ? , F0R p0TH MODELS
At  t = TCA* V C 4 * R * 1 .1 2  5 
A 2 2 = T C R * V C D * R * 1 .1 0 5  
B 1 1 = V C A / 3 .0  
R 2 2 = V C B / 3 .0
X= 1 . 1 2 5 * R * S 0 R T * T C A * T C R )
Y = * * * < VCA* * < 1 . 0 / 3 . 0 ) )  + * V C B * * ( 1 . 0 / 3 . 0 ) >  > / p . 0 > * * 3 )
A 1 2 = X *Y
B 1 2 = Y / 3 * 0
VMX0 = * A 1 1 / ( 2 • 0 * R *  T ) ) *  ( l . 0 - S O R T * 1 . 0 - 4 . O * R n * R * T / A n > >
V M X 1 = * A 2 2 / * 2 . 0 * R * T ) ) * < 1 . 0 - S O R T * 1 . 0 - 4 . 0 * R 2 2 * R * T / A 2 2 >>
ONE F L U I D  MODFL 
B X = P 1 1 / A .0 + R 1 2 / 2 . 0 + B 2 2 / 4 .0  
TWO F U J I  D MODEL
B 1 X  =* R1 1+B12 ) /2 .0
ppX = *B22 + B12)/2. .0
C A L C U L A T E  E X C E S S  FUNCTIONS WITH VARY IN C  X I  FACTOR 
V'R I T F ’*2 > 30 )
W R I T F i 2 >A0 )
W iR IT F ( 2 > A 5 )
30 FORMA T (  I H 1 ,  20X ,  4 3H E X C E S S  FUNCT IONS  FROM VAN DFR VAAI F 0 1IA T I  ON, / / / )  
40 FORMAT* 5 X ,2 H X I  , 1BX> 1 3H EX C E S S  VOL UME, 1 BX ,  1 5H F X C FS s FNTHA P Y .  RX 
1 1 B H E X C F S S  F R E F  E N E R G Y , / / )  ' ' «r  u-r-t , i » a ,
45  FORMAT* 1 fX » 3 *A Z > 9 H 0 N E  F U J I  D, 9 X ,  9HTVQ FL I U D, 1 X ) , / / >
DO F0 1 = 9 0 ,1 0 0
X I = F L O A T < I ) / 1 0 O .0
AX = A 1 1 / 4 . 0  + A 12 * X I / 2 . 0  + A 2 2 / 4 . 0
A l X =  * A1 1 + A 1 2*X  I ) / P .0
A 0 X = * A2 2 +A12 * X I ) / 2 . 0
VMX0 5= * A X / f  2 . 0 * R * T )  ) **  1 .0 -SO R T*  1 . 0 - ¿i . 0 * r x  * R *  T/AX ) )
VEX  1 FL= VMX 0 5- VMX0 / ?  . 0 - VMX 1 / 2 . 0
HEX  1 FL= * ~ AX / VMX0 5+A 1 1 / (  VMX0*p .0  ) + A 2 2 / ( VMX 1 * ?  . o ) ) / 9  , b  ¿9 
G EX 1 FL=* * - R * T * A L O G f  VMX05-RX>+* R * T / 2 . 0 ) * ALOG* VMX0-R1 1 > ) + ( R * ( T / 2  o •. * 
1A L0 G *  VMX! -P?2> ) ) / 9 . R 6 9  + HFX l  FL -1 ^
TWO-F L U I D  S E C T IO N
VY = * A 1X / < 2 . 0 * R * I ) ) * ( 1  . 0 - $ 0 R T ( 1 . 0 - 4 . 0 * R * T * P 1X/A  I X ) )
UN Jdois
i í i M I N O Ü  02
( / « I X t’ ' 9  * tí í i  )X  * XL * 3* <7 i  '  X ¿  ) 1  v W d Ü J  0*3 
H 3 X 3 J  ‘ H  1X30 ‘ H  3X3H«' ' Í I  l X3 h  i 3X IA  * "H í X3 A ' I X (títí ‘ S J i i l M ' A 3
69  H* 6/ ( 3* 3 /  ( XJ-X-J ) +0*  3 /  O'40- A3 > > = 33 3X3 3 
( / \ / X 3 t f )  -  < X3t í -ZA ) J Ü 1 v * i * i t *  = 2 3
C A A / X l v )  - ( X l d-AA )-j ü '1v *1 * a -  =AJ  
C l X W \ / 3 3 t f  ) -  ( ¿ 3 d -  I XNA =XJ
( üXWA/ l l V ) -  ( l Id-üXwA ) 3 ü l t f * l  * 3 -  ="13 
6)  8* 6 /  ( ( 3* 3 /  C ( l XI* \ /  3 3 V -  ) -  2H ) ) + C tí* 3 /  C C t íXWV 1 l v -  ) -  AH ) > > = 33 3X3HZ A / X 3 v - = Z H  
A A /  X l V -  = A H
tí* 3 /  ( l Xl*A -  X\ ) +0* 3 /  ( UXíaA -  A A ) = 3d 3 X 3 A 
( ( XdV/Xdd^l^M+tí'x-tí* l ) L M O S - 0 * t )*< (l*M*fc!*3)/ X3v/)=ZA 
( ( X l V/ X l ti +1 * M * tí • 7 -  tí * l > 1. MO 3 -  tí * l ) * ( ( I * M * tí * 3 > /  X l V ) = AA
NU I I  33 3 Ü i m d - O  -U
3
o
 o
 n
‘-
'i-
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c
o
o
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T H I S  PROGRAM EVAI.UA TFS  E X C E S S  FUNGI IONS  FROM PUC-GKNMFIMS F Q U A H O M .  
E M P L O Y IN G  PO T m ONF a -vo I P O - F L U I D  L I O U I D  MODELS .
R E A P  C R I T I C A L  TF^P FEATURES  a n d  VOLUMFS  
RFADC 7» 1 0 )  TCA» VGA, I C R .  VCR 
READ EVA LU A T IO N  T F MR FU A 7 ( iR p;
C
cc
cc
c
c
c
nc
R F A D C 7 . CO) T
1 0 FORMATC AC F f . 0 )  )
PO FORMATC F f . E U  
R = R 2 . 0  S3
0  = 1 . 0 /p . 7402839 7 
C2= 7 . 8 9 8 9 7 9  (=
C A L C U L A T E  COMMON FACTORS A , ,  , p , , , A 2 2 , P 2 2 , A , g ,  « , ? , p 0 k p o t h  m 0 | )FLS
A l 1 =TCA*VCA*R*C1  
A22 = TCP*  V C R * R * C 1 
P I  1 = VCA/C2 
p p ? = V 0 B / C 2
X=C1 * R * S G R T C T C A * T C P )
Y = C C C C VCA**C 1 . (T / 3 . 0 )  ) + C VCR**c  1 .p  / 3 . 0  > > / ?  , n )  * * 3 )
A 12= X*Y  
p 1 2  = Y / C 2
C A L L  VMCVMXO»A) l , R l  l , T)
C A L L  VMCVMX1 . f t ? ? . P 2 ? > T >
ONF F L U I D  MODEL
p  X = P 1 l / / l . O  + P 1 ? / ? . O  + P ? ? / ^ . 0
TWO F L U I D  MODEL
p 1 X = < P 1 1 + P 1 ?  > ' P  • 0
p ? X  = C P22  + R 1 2 ) / ?  *0
C A L C U L A T E  F X C F S S  FUNCTIONS U T H  VARY ING  X I  FACTOR
W R I T E C 2» 3 0 )
W R I T  F C 2 » AO)
WRI  TFC2> AS )
FOPMATC 1 HI . P C X ,  A3MEXCFSS  FUNCT IONS  FROM CIJOT FNH F I  MS FO NATION , / / / )  
p OPMA TC 5X > 2 H X I > 18X » 13 W EXC F S S  V .0 L I IM F .1 8 X .1 S H F X C F S S  
1 J 8 H F X C F S S  F R F F  FNFRG Y» / / )
4 S FORMATC 1 HX> 3C 4 X .9 H 0 N F  F LU I  D> 9 X » 9H TUO F L U I D .  I X ) . / / )
D0 Y0 I = 9 0 > 1 0 0  
X I  = F L  0 A T C I ) / I  0 0 *0 AX =  AJ  1 / A . 0  +  A 1 2  +  X I  / ? . 0  +  A ? p / / i . o  
A  ] X =  C A  1 1 A  1 2  * X  I  )  / ?  . 0  
A p x =CA2 P +A l P * X I ) / ? . 0  
C A L L  V‘M C VMX 0 5» AX > P X > T )
^ p* 1 f. L  = VMX. O S- VMXP /?  . 0 - VMX 1 / ?  . O
HEX  1 FL=C - AX /VMXOS+Al 1 /C VMX0 * ?  . 0 )  +A22/C VMX 1 * 2 . 0  ) > / 9 . 8  C9 
p i  = -R *T *A LO G C  V M X 0 S - R X )+ 3 . P * R X * R * T / C  VMX05-PX ) + 3 . 0 * R X * * P * R * T /
1 ( 2  . 0 *  < V'MXO 5 - « X ) * * 2 ) + P X * * 3 * R * T / C  3 . 0 * C  VMXO 5-PX > * * 3 ) - A X  X\MX0 S
30
A0 E N T H A L P Y . I P X .
n
o
n
F2 = -R*T*AL0P( VMXP-R1 1 )+3.0*Hl 1*R*T/C VMX0-F1 1 )+3 .p*Rj l **£>*r *t / 
1 (2 .0 + ( VMX0-P1 1 )**?)+R1 1 **3*R*T/( 3 • 0 * ( V MX O - R 1 1 )* * 3 ) j j /VMXn
P3=-R*T*AL0C-( VMM -B??)+3.0*P?2*KtT/C VMX 1 - P PP  ) + 3 . 0 *Bp? + * ?  + R * j /  
1 (2 ,0 *( VMX1 -R?;?)**P) +R?2**3*R+ T/C 3.0* ( l MX 1 -Rpp ) * *3 ) -A22 /l. MX 1
GF.X 1 PL= ( f-1 -W • 5*f?-0 . S* G3) /9 »B f9
7K O - F L U I D  F F C I I O M
C A L L  VMC VY/A !  X , P M ,  T>
C A L L  VM ( VZ j  A?X j  PCX » 1 )
VEX2 PL = (VY - VMXO)/?.0+<\Z-\MX1 )/p,r 
HY = -A1X /lY 
HZ=-A2X 'VZ
H F X 2 FL = C ( ( HY - C - Al 1 MMX 0 ) ) /2 • 0 ) + ( ( HZ - ( - A ? ?  M M X  1 ) ) /?  . 0 > ) / 9 . R f 9 
CK=C2 
CX = C3
P Y = - R ^ T * A L O A ( V Y - P J X ) + 3 . 0 * r i x * R * T / ( V y - P I  X ) + 3 . O + R l X  * * p * r * t /
1 ( 2 . 0 * < V O - P ! X ) * * ?  ) + R 1 X * + 3 * P * T M  3 . 0  * ( V Y - R 1 X > * * 3 ) - A 1 X M  Y
GZ=-R*T + a LOG<V<?-PPX) + 3.0*p?X*R*T/(V¿-P?X>+3.0*b?X**2*R*T^
1 ( P . 0 * < VZ-P2X ) * * 2 ) +PPX * *3 *R + î  M  3 . 0 * (  V / - P . ? X ) * * 3 ) - A ? X M Z
p p X ?  FL= ( f CY - C K ) / ?  .0+(  FZ - fX ) / ?  .0  ) /9 .H X9
WR I  T F* 2 > 59 > X I * l  F* 1 F L j  I  F X ?  FL » H FX I FL » H £x ?  FL • f- FX 1 FL » CFX2 FL 
RfX FORMAT* 7 X. j  F A • ?  » 7X » f ( F 1 3 « M 3 X ) » Z )
C
X0 C O N r i N U Fs T OP 
FMD
Hi 
b+ Cs
UN J
N dM i d  ¿i Oc»¿ r o í  oo
A = y I d 1A
GL Od ( t f - d w 's  • J T  4 4 IG > d I 
l y  I -a V  ¿» * c l y  I -.1 \ -A ) =i 4 IG 
3 * 0 ) * * ( y/ 1. * s *s * * H V I d IA  ) =A 0 1 
o* t ' »u  = ny  i d i A  
i s  o • ¿ 8  = a
CL ‘ ci ‘ y ‘ \ ) >' \ A N 11 n 0 y dii b*
The Bubble-Point. Dew-Point. Programme
This programme first generates the Jacobian of a 
matrix of simultaneous exponential equations, consisting of 
blocks of four such equations per experimental bubble-point, 
dew-point pair. The general construction .of such a Jacobian 
has been shown earlier (diagram 2 .8 ) . .  The differential 
elements are obtained, not by the normal algebraic method, but 
by a process of approximate numerical:differentiation, since 
this is a:good deal easier to programme, and sufficiently
accurate .
The generation of the Jacobian is carried out by the 
subroutine ASEMBL, which, in turn, uses the function routines 
DIFFL and PCALC. The initial estimates of the coefficients 
are read in by the main subroutine MAINSB, as data, and these 
are used in generating the Jacobian for the first cycle,, The 
assembled — Jacobian and the delta P vector, also calculated by 
ASEMBL, are then . transferred to, the simultaneous equation 
solution routine, SIMEQ4. The weights given to each point are 
also required by this r o u t i n e T h e  solution is carried out by 
first normalising and weighting ; both, 5 right— and 1 ef t—hand 
sides, by premultiplication by the weighted transpose of the 
Jacobian, The weighted transpose is never actually assembled 
as a matrix, as this would-simply waste space, the product 
elements being transferred directly to the matrix ANDRM. The 
set is then reduced by pivotal condensation, which is 
effectively the elimination of;one,coefficient at atime, with 
the eliminated rows being stored in the workspace of the
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Jacobian, which is no longer required. Once the;final element 
is reached, and the relevant coefficient evaluated, the 
remaining coefficients can be evaluated by successive 
back-substitution into the stored rows. Should the matrix for 
any reason be singular, this shows up at the stage of the 
reduction to the final- element, when the result 0 - 0  is 
produced.' If this should occur, the programme- is 
automatically halted, and control returned to the main 
subroutine, MAINSB, which determines which: point is causing 
the trouble, and identifies it. ,
If the solution is successful, the coefficient 
vector is returned to MAINSB, and is handed ,to the routine 
COFCOR, which increments the initial:estimates.and checks the 
values of the coefficients for convergence to a solution. It 
also examines coefficients derived from virial coefficients, 
if these are being calculated, to ensure that the method is 
sufficiently determinate in these terms to allow of a 
successful solution. If all the coefficients are 
satisfactory, and convergence to the required accuracy has not 
been obtained, then the coefficients are handed back to the 
main subroutine MAINSB, and another cycle commences, the 
process continuing until convergence occurs,- or a limiting 
number of cycles, read in as data, is reached. The programme 
is then halted, by the setting of the cycle counter NOCYCL to 
the limiting cycle number, and the excess Gibbs free energy is 
calculated for the corrected composition values, and also for 
a set series of composition values, from x-0 . 1  to x-0 .9 .
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It should be pointed out ,in conclusion, that as a
self-consistent set of units is required for such calculation,
the pressure input to this programme should be in Joules per
cubic centimetre and volumes and virial coefficients in units
6of cubic centimetres. The J cm is one million (10) Pascals. 
The units of the Redlich-Kister coefficients should be 
selected such that a value for G^ /RT results from the fitting; 
these estimates are read as the vector ASTART, which contains 
NORKAS elements. The values of the virial coefficients are 
read in as VCCOEF, and if these are known the corresponding 
element of VCTEST should be set to 1, otherwise the value of 
Vctest can be set to 0 and an estimate given in the 
corresponding element of VCCOEF of its value. The integers 
NOPTS, N0C0EF, NOEQNS, and NORKAS refer respectively to the 
number of bubble-point,dew-point pairs, the total number of 
coefficients, the total number of equations, and the number of 
Redlich-Kister coefficients to be calculated.
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O
c
C * Tk *
C T H i S  PROGRAMME EVALUATES  THE CONSTANTS FOR A R F P L  IC H - K I  < TER IVPR  
C R E L A T I O N S H I P  R ETE FFN E XC ESS  CI R RS FONCTION AND MO! F FRAGT ON x n i  
C SFCOND COMPONENT I N  THF L I Q U I D  PH ASE»  FOR THE P R R S S l  .RF/COMP R m Î o n  
C R E S U L T S  O P T A I  NFD FROM R I IPRL  F - P O I  NT, DF V-PO!  NT F X P F R I M F N J N
'|H F
C
C TH E  M A IN  PROGRAMME I S  F F F E C T I  VFLY A DUMMY ,  AN ARRANCFMF'NT H SF P  TO 
C S I M P L I F Y  THF  P R O C ESS  OF AMENDING THF D IM E N S IO N A L IT Y  OF THF PROGRAMME 
C I F  T H I S  I S  NFC E S S A R Y .
T H E  D IM E N S IO N S  SHOULD 
C SP1  C ( xi*NO.OF P O I N T S ) ,
P F  S E T  TO AT LFA .S I  : 
( ( / j * N O .O F  P O I N T S ) + S ) )
C S P P  ( ( NO • OF P O I N T S ) ,  1 XI)
C S P 3 f ( A * N 0 . 0 F  P O I N T S ) , i A * N O .O F  P O I N T S ) )
G **•***: ****+* + ***^* + * + *-+ + + + +**+■*+** + +■ +
DI M F N S I  ON SP  1 C GO » G5> , SP2C 1 5, 1 A) , SP3C GO, G0 )
RFADC 7,  1 O > NOPTS ,  NOCOEF, NO FONS,  NORKAS 
WRI T F C 2 .  1 0 ) NOPTS,  NOCOFF , NOEQNS, NORKAS 
1 0  F O R M A T ! 4 ( I X , 1 2 ) )
I  F C N O P T S . G T •1 5 ) GO TO 15
C A L L  MAINSPC  SP1 ( 1 , 1 ) , SP 1 ( 1 ,2  ) , S P  1 C 1 , 3  ) , SP  1 C 1 , A) , sp  i c j , , S P3  ( 1 ,
. 1 ) , S P 2 C 1 , 1 ) > S P 2 C 1 , 2 ) * S P 2 C 1 , 3 ) , S P 2 C 1 , XD. S P 2 C 1 , 5 ) » S P 2 ( 1, f )
p , S P 2 C 1 , 7 ) , S P 2 C 1, FO , S P 2 C 1 , 9 ) , S P 2 C 1, 1 0 ) , S P 2 C 1 » 1 1 ) , S P 2 C 1,
?  1 2 ) , SP2C 1 , I 3 ) ,  S.P2 ( 1 , 1 Xi ) , NOPTS ,  NOCOFF . NO FONS» NORKAS)
' G O  TO 30
i s  WRITFC7.»  2 0 )
2 ^  P0RMATC31H TOO MANY P O IN T S  FOR D IM E N S IO N S )
30 S T O P : .
END
•SI IRROUTI NF  MAI NSB C CO F F » WT> D FL TAP , RHNQPM , J C P  I A <M. ANQRM# P P I J Q* PDF  1».
X , Y ,  Z ,  l* F I  CRT. ASTART ,  RPPIIR,  R p p F K .  ^X » RY » RZ,  P l*F I H 1»
, RASTRT* NOPt s . n o c o f f . n o f .o n s » n o r x a s >
cc * * * ’
C T H I S  S UR R 0! f T [ \j F I S '  TH F M A r N EXCHANGE 
C O R D E R S  TH F  TR A NS F FR OF DATA a m r  R F S U L T S  PFTUFTM  TH F P R R C F S .S IM P
C R O U T I N E S
fc**********************************-****** + + + + * + :
ROUT I N F .  I T  R E A P S  DATA. THEN
: * * * ■ I************* ***********: : + *•+*********+*+*
I  N TFO FR  V r T F S T . C Y C S T P  
R E A L  J O P I A N
Dl MENS I  ON VCCOFFC 3 > » VCT FSTC 3 )  , Pm iPC N O P TS  ) » P D F F C NOH TS > . XC VOPTS ) .
, Y C NOPTS )  » Z CNOPTS)  » l-.FI CHI  CNOPTS )» PPR I IRC NOPTS ) » k P O F M  NOPT S
2 - >» R X C N O P T S ) » R Y C N O P T S ) » R Z C N O P T S ) . R F F I H T C N O P T S ) » ASTARTCNOR
3  ’ K A S ) , R A S T R T IN O R K A S ) . O O F F ( NOCOFF . I ) . RHNQRMCNOCOFF. I ) . U T (N
"A OFONS ) . DFL TAP ( NOFONS.  I ) » J C P  I A N ( NO FONS . NOCOF F ) .  ANORM ( NOC 0
5 F F » N 0 C 0 F F ) » R V C 0 F F C 3 )
DO 10 1 = 1» NOPTS
R F A D C 7 . 3 0 )  P R l i n d  ) . P D F l v ( I ) .  U F IC H T C I  ) . X ( I  ) . Y (  I ) . Z ( I  >
W R I T F Y 2 » 3 5 ) X C I ) » Y C I ) » Z C I )
1 0  C O N T IN U F
READ< 7» 4 0 X A S T A R T U  ) .  1 = 1 »NORKAS)
WR I T FC 2 > AO ) ( A S TAR TCI ) . I  = 1 » NORK A S )
RF.ADC 7 » SO) C VCCOEFC I > . VCTFSTC I  >» 1 = 1 » 3 )  
V!R I T F C ? » 5 0 ) C V C C 0 E F ( I ) » V C T E S T ( I ) . I  = 1 » 3 )
<7. X0 )P1»P2 .»  V I .  V2 . T. CY CSTP 
WRIT F<2 »C0) P 1»P 2 * V 1 » V 2 . T * CYCSTP 
30  FORMA TC 2 C 1 X » F 8 • 6 ) > 4 C I X .  F A . ? ) )
3 5  FORMAT C 3 C 1 X . F f . 4 ) )
40 F QRMATC FI  3 • C )
e-pi p q r n A T ( I X .  F7 .1  » 2 X . I 1  )
f 0  F ORMAT < 2 C 2 X » F 8 •f )»  3 C 2 X .  F Z . 2 ) » 2 X » I 2 )
n o c y c l =o
no  1 1O - M=1 » NORKAS
RASTRTCM)=ASTARTCM)
1 1 0
1 2 0
1 30 
1 40
1 42 
I A S
1 4f 
1 47
C O N T I N U F
DO 120 M=1 , NOPTS
R P R  URCM)=PRURCM) 
R P D F K C M ) = P D F X M )
RX C M) =X CM)
R Y ( M )= Y  CM)
RZCM)=ZCM)
R W F IH T C M )  = WFI CHTCM)
C O N T I N U E  
DO 130 M=1» 3
R V C O F F C M X  VCCOFFCM)
C O N T I N U F  
DO 1 A S  M= 1
DO 1 42
» VOCOFF 
N= l .NOFONS  
J C P I A N C  N . M ) = 0 .0 
C O N T IN U E  
C O N T I N U E  
ICO UN T= 0
147 M = l .N O P T S  
DO I 4 Z l =1 * 4
ICOUNT=ICOUNT* l 
Vi T CI COUNT) = k F I  CHTCM)
DO
C O N T IN U F  
r O N T I  N I JF
D0  148 NC0UNT=1»3
r> 
o 
o
I F « ARS ( R VCOFF « NCOUMT) - VCCOFF (NCOUNT)  ) • GT• A P S ( VCCOF F ( NCOUN1 Y 
1 3 * 0 ) )  W R I T F ( 2 » 1 4 9 )
I F< APS  CR VCOFF < NCOUNT)- VCCO FF C NCOUMT ) ) . GT .APtS (  in f .  OFF ( WCOIINT) / 
1 3 - 0 ) )  RETURN!
1 48 C O N T IN U E
M 9  F0RMATC/7PIH V I R I A L  COFF TERM NOT D E T E R M IN A T E .S H O U L D  P E  P R E S E T  TO A 
1 S U I  T A B L F  V A L ' I F )
C A L L  A S F M P L f P l  , P 2 » VI » V2, V CT F S T , R ICO FF , RPP !  JR,  KP D FV , RX , R Y , PZ , NOP I S ,
1 RASTP  T, NOEK AS » DFL TAP » J C P I  AN* NOCOEF » NOFQNS , T )
C A L L  D F V P O IC N O C Y C L ,N O F O N S ,D E L  TAP ,  RASTRT*  NORKAS»NOCOEF)
C A L L  S IM F0 4 <  J C 8 IA N ,  DFL TAP ,  U T,  NO FO N S ,  NOCOEF » A NORN, RHNORM» COEF » I TFS: T
1 50 
1 55 
1 60 
1 65 
1 70 
1 80
)
I  F d T F S T . E Q . l  ) W R I T E ( 2 , 1 6 0 )
L R I T F C 2 ,  1 65)
W R I  T F C 2 ,  1 70 ) RVCOEF 
l*.'RI T F (  2 » 1 55) 
l-PI  T F ( 2 ,  1 50 ) COFF 
FORMATf 7F1 3 . 6 )
FORM AT«/n  9H CO FF F I C I F N  T VFCTOR/ )
FORMA T ( / / A 6 H  SO LUT IO N  OF EQUATIONS S A T IS F A C T O R Y  i n k  r v r ,  r ,  
FORMAT ( //2QH V I P I A L  CO FF F I C I  F NTS / ) L K i  TH 1 *S CYC,~ F )
F O R M A T i F I  3 . 6 )
FORMAT« I 6H S IN G U L A R  M A T R IX )
I  F « I  T F S T . N F . 0 )  CO TO 2 50
C
C TH F  F O LLO W IN G  
S Y S T F M
S F C T IO N  FX t r a c t s  a n y  P O IN T C A U S IN G  S I N G U L A R IT Y  OF TH F 
* * * * * * + * * * * * * * * *  + * * * * * * * * *
190
2 0 0
W R I  T F (  2 » 180)
C A L L  AS  F M R L ( P  I , P 2 ,  VI , V2, V C T E S T ,R  VCOFF p PDMO
.ocrcL.o 
NUMDUF=0 
N UM DP T- 0 
DO 2 3 0  1 = 1 , NOPTS L=CI-1
DO 200 J  = 1 ,4  
L=L + 1
DO 190 K= ) , NOCOFF
- A N 0 R M ( J , K ) = J C B I A N « L » K )
C ONT INUF  L , K >
CONTINUE 
M=(I - 1)* 3
A = ANORM( 1 » M + 2 )  
p=AN0RM(2»M+2)
C = ANORM«3» M + 3 )
D=ANORM<4.M+3)
DO 2 ) 0  N=1 » NOCO FF
A NORM ( 1 » N )  = A N ORM ( 1 » N ) * Ft
ANORM( 2» N ) = ANORM( 2 » N ) *A 
ANORMC 1 , N ) =ANORM« 1 , N)-ANORM C 2 , N )
ANORM( 3» N ) sANORMC 3 » N ) *D 
ANORMC4 , N )=ANORM (4 , N ) * C  
A NORM( 3 , N ) = ANORM C 3 , N ) - A NORM( 4 ,  N )
C O N T IN U F  
E= ANORM«1 , M+ 1 ) 
f = AN0RM(3»M+l )
DO 220 11 = 1 , NOCOF F
ANORM « l» I  1 )=ANOPM<! , i f >*p
o 
o
1
ANOEtMO -1 1 )=AN0RM<3>I 1 >*F 
ANORM( 1 > I 1 )= A NORM( 1 » I 1 > -ANORM( 3» I 1 >
I F C I 1 • f-T • (M + 3 ) • A N D . I  1 - L E . « M+3 + N 0 P K A S ) . A Mf >. A NORM ( 1,11 
) . M F . 0 . 0 ) CO T O •220 
NIJM D U F = N UM D U F + 1
NIIM DP T = M (JM 1
P E L T A P  ( NIJMPP T- 1 ) = FLOA T( I ) + 0 . 5
CO TO 230
P P U  CONTIMOF
2 3 0  CONTINUE
WR I  T F« 2 , 2 4 0  ) NUMDUF
2/.0 FORMAT« 11 H THERE  ARE  , I 3,  1 FH S IN G U L A R  P O I N T S )
WR I  TF«  2 - 2 A3 )
g/t3 FORMAT« 1BH THOSE P O IN T S  A R F - / )
W R I T F « 2 - 2 A 4 )
P a /, FORM AT« 7H NUMBER/)
DO 2 /i7 NWRITF=1 , NUMDUF
IMCiyip FR= I NTC DEL T AP ( NV.RI TE ,  1 ) )
V1 R I T F « 2 - 2 a 5) N UM P ER 
p/ ,5  FORMAT« / I  5) 
p A 7  C O N T IN U E  
r FTURN
e * -if % + : ■ * *** * *
NOCYCL = NOCYCL+1
2 b  s* a i I r r iFCOR« NOPTS,  NORKAS, COF F,  VC TEST,  RVCOEF,  RX, RY , R / ,  RASTRT,  NOF.ONS
? f 0 , ^ O n Y C L , C Y C S T P , N O C O E F , I C R A S H )
I  F « I  CRASH . EO . 1 ) RETURN 
W R I T F ( 2 > 2 7 0 )
W R I T E « 2 * 2 B 0 )
DO 2 / 8  I = 1 , NOPTSWRIT F « 2 , 3  5) P X( I ) , RY « I ) , R2 « I )
% n l  F O R i A r « J/ / / 1 5 H  MOLE F RACTI ONS/ )
FORMAT« SX , 1HX, f X , 1HY, 7X , 1HZ)
2 8 0  I F ( N O C Y C L . L T . C Y C S T P )  CO TO IA0 
WRIT F«2» 3 2 0 )
DO 3 1 0  I G I B P S = 1 # 9
X M F = F L O A T « I C I R P S ) / 1 0  .0 
p E= « X M F - X M F * * 2 ) * R A S TR T ( 1 )
I F « N O R R A S . FO. 1 )  CO TO 3 0 0  
DO 2 9 0  N0RK=2>NORKAS
P F = C F « - « X M F - X M F * * i ? ) * R A S T R T (N O R K ) * ( l  . 0 - 2 .0 + X M F )
* * ( NORK- 1 )
CONTI NIJE p p = G E * 8 .3  1 A3 + T 
WRITF«2 > 3 3 0 )  XM F, CF
3 , 0  r n R M A T « T w i »  / / / « H  X , 8 X , 3 H  C E / / >
W R I T E « 2 - 3 2 0 )
« 0  ¿ 5 0  I G I P B S = 1 - N O P T S  
XM= R X ( I C I B P S )
C F = ( X M - X M * + 2 ) *RASTRT< 1 )
I F « N O RK A S•F O•1) CO TO 3A5 
nn 3/i0 NORK3 2 ,  NQRK AS
p p = p E + ( X M - X M * * 2 ) * R A S T R T ( N 0 R K ) * « 1 , 0 - 2 « 0 * X M ) * * ( N O R K - l  )
C O N T I N U E
3 40
3 A 5
1
290
300
pp= p F *8 • 3 1A3*T
WRI T F « 2 -  3 3 0  )XM, CF 
3  50  C ONT I NUE
RETURN
jtND
S U B R O U T I N E  AS FMBL ( P I  , P2 , V I ,  V ? ,  V C T F ST ,  VCCOF F , F P U « , P DFfc, X , Y , Z , MR I  S ,
A , N O R K A S , P F L T A P , J C P I A M , N O C O F F , N F O S , T >
cccc
C
•kit***********************
T H I S  SMPROMTIMF. EMPLOYS TH F FUNCTION R O U T IN E S  D I F F L  
C O N S T R U C T  TH F DFLTA P VFCTOR AND THE JA C O B IA N  OF TH F
***■**:
* * * * * * * * *  
AND P C A L C ,T O
D I f f f r f m t i a l s  
* * * * * *
I M T F C F R  VCTFST  
R E A L  J C n i A N
D I M F M S I  OM VCTFSTC3), VCCOF Fi 3) , PR O P  c NP TS), P  DFFC NP TS ), X ( NP ) y r m p t c -
NOROWM= t
NOCOLM=0 
NOROWA=1 
MOCOLA = 3 *N P  TS 
NOROWV=1
NOCOLV=3*MPTS+M0RKAS
ISUM=0
DO 10 N=1,3
I  S UM = I S 1 !M + VC T F S 1 C N )
]0 CONTI MIJF
ISMM=3-I SUM 
DO 100 I = J,MP TS
DO 90 J = 1 , A
I F ( J  . C T . 2 ) C O  TO ¿0
PC = PC A L C (P 1  , P P ,  VO, V2, VC CO F F,  PR  I IP ( I ) , X ( I ) , Y C I ) , Z ( I ) ,  
A , N O R K A S , T , J )
p = P R I J P ( I )
D FLTA P t  NOROW'M, 1 )= P - P C  
CO TO 50
PC = PCALC<P1 , P 2 ,  VI , VP,  VCCOFF,  P D F K  I ) , X  ( I > , Y ( I ) , Z ( I ) ,  
A A , N O R K A S , T , J )
P=PDFW( I )
50
1
2
60
1
2
1
2
D F L T A P ( NOROWM, 1 > = P-  PC 
DO 60 K= 1 ,3
MOCOLM=NOCOLM+ 1
I F( J . L T . 3 . A N D . K .  F Q . 3 )  GO TO 60 
I F ( J  . G T •? «AMD * K . F O . 2 )  GO TO 60
JCRIAN(NOROl>.M,NOCOLM) = DI F F L C P 1 , P 2 ,  V I ,  V2 , VCCOF.F,
P ,  X ( I ) , Y C I ) , Z ( I ) » A » 
N O R K A S , T , J , K , 0 , 0 , P C )
CONTIMUF
PO 70 K = ] ,N O R K A S
MOCOLA=NOCOLA+l
J C B I A N ( M O R O W A , N O C O L A ) = D I F F L C P 1, P 2 , V I , V2 ,VCR O FF ,
P , X  ( I  > , Y U  >, Z f I > , A ,  
N O R K A S , T , J , 4 , K , 0 , P C )
C ONT INUE  
DO F0 K=1 ,3
NOCOL k = NOCOL V+ 1
I F ( V C T F ST C K ) . F O .1 ) MOCOL V= NOCOL V - 1 
I F C V C T F S T C K ) . F Q . I ) GO TO R0
j c b i  a m ( m o r o w v , m o c o l v ) = d i  f f l c p i  , P 2 ,  VI , VP,  VCCOFF,
P , X C I ) , Y ( I ) , Z ( I ) , A ,  
N O R K A S , T , J ,  5 , 0 , K , P C )
CONT INUE  
NOCOLM= NOCOLM-3 
MOCOLA=MOCOLA-MORKAS 
MOCOL V-MOCOL V- I  SUM 
NOROWM=NOROIrM+ I
90 
1 00
NJ (I R 01* A = M 0 R 0 U A + 1 
NJOKOV V-N0ROWV+ 1
C O N T IMUF 
N OC OL M = N OC OL M + 3 
C ON T I  NUF 
R E T U R N  
END
ccccccc.cc
FUNCTION P I  F F L ( P 1 » P 2 »  V b  V2» VCCOE F» P » X » Y » Z » A» I  » T» NO» I CH CC F » NORK » 
1 NOVCO.PCALCO)
t h i s  s u b r o u t i n e  o b t a i n s  t h e  d i  f f f r e n t i  a l s  o f  p  l . r . t . t h e  c o m p o s i t i o n
TERMS» THE R E A L I C H - K I S T E R  A 'S  » A N D » IF  N EC E S S  ARY » TH E V I R I A L  C O E F F I C I E N T S  
I T  DOES T H I S  BY A NUMER ICAL  MFTHOD» U S IN G  PCALC  TO O BTA IN  A VALUE OF P» 
THEN CHANGING THE V A R IA R L E  VALUE  BY A SMALL FRACT ION AND R E C A L C U L A T IN G  
P » TH US O B T A IN IN G  THE A P P R O X IM A T E  D I F F E R E N T I A L  C O E F F I C I E N T
*******>
D IM E N S IO N  RKC ( 1 0 ) »  V C C F R ( 3 ) » A ( I )»  VCCOEF C 3 )
I F ( I C H G C F . L E . 3 ) G O  TO 3 
I F ( I  C HO CF•E Q • 4 ) GO TO 20 
I F (  ICHGCF  . E O .  5) GO TO 30 
3 GO TO ( 5» 10» 1 5) » ICHGCF  
5 V INCR=X+X*1 .0 F -  f  
R I  NCR = V INCR-X
PNEV) = PCALC  C P 1 » P 2 , VI  » V?» VCCOE F » P» VI NCR» Y » Z » A» I  , T» NO)
CO TO A0
10 V I  NCR = Y +Y * 1 . 0 E -  f  
R IN C R = V IN C R - Y
PNEU  = PCALCCP1 »P2»  VT » V2» VCCOEF» P » X »  VI NCR» Z ,  A .  1» T» NO)
GO TO au
1 5 V IN C R  = Z + Z * J  .OF-  6 
R IM C R = V IN C R - Z
P N E L = P C A L C i P J  »P2»  VI » V2» VCCO E F» P ,  X » Y » V I  NCR» A» 1» T.  NO)
GO TO AO
20 DO 2 5 NUM=1 »1
R K C ( N UM ) = A ( NIJM )
I F ( N UM. E O •NORK) R K C ( NIJM ) = A ( N !JM ) + A ( NIJM ) * 1 . 0 E- 6 
I  F( NUM . E Q •NORK) R IN C R  = RKC ( NUM)-  A ( NUM)
2 5  C O N T IN U F
P N E L = P C A L C  C P I »  P 2 » V I » V?» VCCOEF» P » X » Y » Z » R K C » I » T» NO)
CO TO AO
30 DO 3 5 NUM=1 ,3
VCe F R (N U M ) = VCCO EF CMUM)
I F (NUM . EO . NOVCO) VCC FR ( NUM ) = VCCOEF ( NUM ) + VCCOFF ( NUM) + 1 .0 E - f 
I F ( N UM . FO . N0 VC 0 )  R I  NCR = V CC F R ( N UM ) - VC C0 E F ( NUM)
3 5  C O N T IN U E
P N E W = P C A L C (P 1 » P 2 »  V I » V2» VCC F R » P » X »  Y » Z » A » I » T» NO)
40 DI F F L  = ( P N E W - P C A L C O ) / R IN C R
RET U R N
END
F LIMO T I ON! PCALCCP 1 » P 2 , VI , VP » VC CO F F » P * X , Y , I , A , I » T, NO )
cccc
C
T H I S  SU P R O U T I  NE CALCULA T FS D R ' - ,  OR 
D E W- P O I  NT, P U P P L F - P O I  MT, FOUATI  OMS
R I IRB L  F - F O I  NT P R E S S U R E  FRON THF: FOUR
î à c + j k j f c s k ^ î f c j i c î t c î é c a l c j i c ^  +  î irs
D IM E N S IO N  A ( I ) , VC C O FF ( 3 )
D EL T 1 2 = VC C O F F C 2 > * 2 . 0 - VC C O F F C 1 ) - V C C O F F C 3 )
AC = X 
RC = Y
I  F< N 0 . Ç T . 2 )  AC = Z 
I F Í N 0 . G T . 2 )  PC = X 
S U M I = 0 .0  
SUM2 = 0 *0 
DO 10 N=1,1
I  FC N . F O . l )  S U M I=AC] ) * C A C - A C **2 )
I F C N . G T . l ) S U M 1 =
1 SUMI +ACN)*C AC-AC**2>*C 1  . 0 - 2 . 0 * A C > * * C N - l  )
I F C N . F O . l )  SIJM2=A C 1 > * C 1 . 0 - 2 .0 *A C  >
I FC N . F O . 2 )  S UM2 = S UM2 + A C 2 ) *  C 1 . 0 - 2 . 0 * A C ) * * 2 - 2 . 0 * A C 2 > *
1 C A C -A C **2 )
I F C N . G T . ? )  SUM2 = SUM2 + A C N ) * C 1 . 0 - 2 . 0 * A C ) * * N - 2 . 0 *  FLOATC N - 1 ) *
j c A C - A C * * 2 ) * C1 . 0 - 2 . 0 * A C > * * C N - 2 > * A C N )
10 C O N T IM11F
0 F= S UM l * 8 • 3 1 •A 3 * T 
D0 FDX = S ! JM 2 *8 .31 A3 + T 
FMU1 = CF-AC*DGEDX 
E M U2= GF+ C1 .0-AC )*D GEDX
1 FC NO. EÖ .2  • OR •NO. EQ • 4 ) GO TO 20
PC ALC= EX P C C EMU1 - C VI - VCCOFFC 1 )>* CP 1-P)- DELTI2 * P * R C * * 2 > /C8.31  43* T )  ) * 
1 P I * C C  1 . O - A C ) / C 1 . 0 - R C ) )
RETURN
PO PCALC= FXP CC FMU2-C V 2 - V C C 0 F F C 3 ) ) * C P 2 - P ) - D E L T 1 2 *P  * C1 .0-BC > **2>  /
1 C8.31 43 + T )  ) * P 2 * C A C / P O
RETURN
END
c U O R O H T IN F  S IM  E 0 C A M A T , R H V EC , W T , M F,0 N , N C 0 E F , A N OR M, R H N OR M , C 0 E F , I F A EL 
1 >
1 0
20
30
C ******’
c T H I S  S U B R O U T IN E  W E IGH TS  TH F S E T S  OF FOI )A T I  ONS, NORM A L I  S F.S THEM, THEN 
C O B T A IN S  A SO LUT IO N  BY A GA U SS IA N  P IV O T A L  CONDENSAT ION,  P I V O T I N G  ALWAYS 
C ABO UT  THE L A R G E S T  R E M A IN IN G  ELEMENT OF THE M A T R I X : T H E  M A T R IC E S  VT AND 
C AMAT A R E  O V ERW R ITTEN  BY THE R O U T IN E
C
D O UB LE  P R E C I S I O N  DSUM
DI MENS I ON AMATt NEQN, NCOEF ) , RH VECC NEON, 1 ) , WTC NEON ) , A NORM C NCOF F , NCO F 
l F ) , R H N O H M i N C O F F , 1 ) , C O F F C N C O F F ,1)
DO 40 N=1 , NCOEF
DO 20 M = l ,N C OEF  
DSUM=0•0 .
DO 10 L = 1 , NFON
DSUM=DSUM+AMATCL,N)*AMATCL,M ) * WTCL)
CONT INUE  
ANORMCN,M)=DSUM 
CONT INUE  
DSUM=0.0 
DO 30 L = 1 , N EON
D S U M = D S U M + A M A T (L ,N ) * R H V E C C L ,1 ) * k 'T C L )
CONT INUE
RHNORMCN,1 )=DSUM 
40 C O N T IN U E
n o =n c o f f  
DO 110 K = l ,N C O E F  
GTST= 0 .0 
DO 60 M=1 ,NQ
DO 50 N=1 , N0
I F C A B S C A N Q R M C N ,M ) ) . G T . A P S C G T S T ) > I=N 
I F ( ABS < ANORM( N , M ) )  . G T . A P S ( C T S T ) > J  = M 
I F C A P S C A N O R M C N ,M ) ) . G T . A B S C G T S T ) > GTST=ANORM( N , M ) 
CONT INUE  
CONT INUE
I F C K . F O . N C O E F ) GO TO 120 
DO 70 M=l»NO
A M A T ( K , M ) =ANORM( I , M)
C ONT INUE
R H V E C C K , 1 ) =RHNORM(1 , 1 )
W T ( K ) = F L O A T C J ) + 0 . 5 
DO 90 N=1 , NO
I F ( N . E O . I )  GO TO 90 
FACTOR=ANORMCN, J ) /ANORM CI , J )
DO 80 M = l ,N C O E F
ANORM (N ,M )  = ANORM( N ,M )-ANORM CI  , M )*FAC TO R  
C ONT INUE
RHNORMC N, 1 ) =RHNORMCN, 1 ) -RHNORMC1 , 1 ) * FACTOR 
CONT INUE
DO 100 M = l ,N C O E F
ANORM( I , M) = 0 . 0  
A N O R M ( M , J ) = 0 . 0  
C ON T IN UE  
RHNORMCI, 1 ) = 0 .0
110 C O N T IN U E  
, P 0 DO 130 M = l ,N C O EF
COEF C M ,1 ) = 0 . 0  
C ONT INUE
IF C R H N O R M C I , 1 ) . E O . 0 . 0 . O R . ANORMCI , J ) . E O . 0 . 0 )  W R I T E C P , 1 6 0 )
50
60
70
80
90
1 40
1 50
1 60 
1 70
I F A I  L  = 0
1 F(  RMMORMC I » 1 ) .F,0 .0-0  .OR .ANORiMC I , J  ) . fTQ .i?, . 0  ) GO TO 170 
C O F F ( J > 1 >=RHMORMCI> 1 ) /ANORMCI , J )
M F IN = M O O EF-1 
DO 1 50 N=1j N F IM
M'JM=NCOFF-N 
NMM2=INT (W TfM UM ) )
DS UM = 0 . 0
DO 140 K = 1 , NCOFF
DSUM=D$UM+COFF(K, ! ) * A M A T ( N I | M , K )
CO'MTIMUF
COEFC MI.JMP> 1 ) = ( RH V FC ( Ml JM» 1 ) - PS  UM ) /AMAT C NHJM, NÎ IMP ) 
C O N T IN U E  
I  FA I L  =1
FOEMATC 1 6H S IN G U L A R  M A T R IX )
RETURN!
END
S U B R O U T IN E  DE VP 0.1 CNOCYC L > N EOS » DEL TAP * A »  N ORK A S > N OC 0 F. F )
ccccc
C
T H I S  R O U T IN E  C A LC U LA T E S  THE STANDARD D E V IA T IO N  OF THE P 'S  FRON THE
D ELT A  P 
* * *
VFCTOR
D IM E N S IO N  DELTAPCNFOS ,  1 ) > A ! NORK AS )
SDPSQ=0-0
DO 1 0 N=1 > N EOS
SDPSQ = S D P S Q + D E L T A P !N > 1 ) * * 2
10 C O N T IN U E
S D E VP = SQR TC S DPSQ /FL  OAT! N FQS-NOCO E F ) )
WR ITEC  2>1 5)
W R I T E ! 2>20)  NOCYCL 
WR I TEC2> 3 0 )  SD EVP  
WRI TEC2>35)
WRITEC2> 3 7 )
WR I  TEC 2> 4 0 ) CAC N ) > N=1 > NORKAS)
15 FORMA TC 1 H 1 / / / )
20 F O R M A T I / / / I  FH C Y C L E  NUMBER >13)
30 F O R M A T ! / / / I  5H S T D . D E V .  P = > 0 1 3 .6 )
3 5  FORMAT! ///40H  C O E F F I C I E N T S  OF R E D L I C H - K I S T E R  EQUATION ) 
3 7  FORMAT ! /9X > 2H A 1 > 1 7X > 2HA2 > 1 7X > 2H A3 > 1 7X > 2HA 4> 1 7X> PH A 5 )
40 FORMAT!/SC  5X> 01 3 . 6 ) )
RETURN 
END .
o 
o 
o 
n
o
n
SUB ROUT I  NF COFCOR ( NPTS*  NORKAS* COEF* VC T EST *  VCCOFF* X* Y* Z* A* NEQS*
1 NOCY CL * CYCS TP* NOCOEF* I CRASH )
T H I S  R O U T IN E  IN C REM EN TS  THE C O E F F I  C l  ENTS* AND T E S T S  THE VALUES  FOR 
CONVERGENCE TO A SOLUT ION  
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ’
IN T E G E R  VC TEST*  CY CSTP
D IM EN S IO N  VCTESTC 3 ) *  AC NORKAS )* C O E F ( N E O S » 1 ) *  X C N P T S ) * Y C N P T S )*  ZC N P T S ) 
1 * VC C 0 E F C 3 )
M=3*NPTS 
I C OUN T»1 
DO 10 N=1 * NP TS
XCN )= XC N )+ COEFC IC OUNT*  1 )
Y C N ) = Y C N ) + C 0 F. F C I  C 0 UN T + 1 * 1 )
Z C N )= Z C N )+ C O F FC IC O U N T *  2 * 1 )
I  C 0 UN T= I C 0 UN T + 3 
10 C O N T IN U E  ,
GTSTC F=0 *0 
DO 20 N= l*NORKAS
A ( N )= A (N ) + C O E F C  ICOIJNT* 1 )
I FCABSCCOEFC ICOUNT*  1 ) ) . GT.  GTSTC F > OTSTC F = COEFC I  COUNT* 1 )
ICO  UN T= I  C 0 UN T + 1 
20 CONT INUE  ^
I  F C A B S C G T S T C F )  . L T . l  . 0 F.- 6 ) NOCY CL = CY CS TP 
I FC ABSC GTSTC F )  . L T . l  . 0 E -  6) W R ITEC 2*  40)
N0VC=3*NPTS+N0RKAS+1 
I  CRASH =0 .
DO 30 N = l * 3
I  F (N O V C .G T .N O C O E F ) GO TO 30 - :
I FC VCTESTC N ) . E Q .0 . A N D . A P S ( C O E F ( NOVC *1) ) . GT.
1 A R S C V C C O E F C N ) / 3 . 0 ) > W R IT F C 2 * 5 0 )  N
I FC VCTFSTCN )  . EQ .0 . AND . ABS  C C 0 E F C NO VC * 1 ) ) . GT .
1 A B S C V C C O E F ( N ) / 3 . 0 ) ) N O C Y C L = C Y C S T P
I FC VCTFSTCN)  . E Q . 0  . AN D . ARS C CO EECNO VC* 1 ) ) . GT .
1 A P S C V C C O E F C N ) / 3 * 0 ) ) I C R A S H = 1
I F  C VCTEST  C N ) . E O . O )  VCCOEFCN) = VCCOEFCN) + COEFCNOVC* 1 >
30 CONT INUE
40 FORMATC///47H CONVERGENCE TO 1 0 * * - f  IN  A PA RAM ETERS  O B T A IN E D )
50 F ORMAT C/ 2 0 H V I R I A L  C O E F F I C I E N T  *13*1  fH NOT DE T ERMI NATE)
RETURN 
END ■.
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